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Magnetism
Theron Q. Dumont

Preliminary Greeting
I take pleasure in presenting to many American students who will acquire possession of copies of this book,
these practical lessons on the art and science of Personal Magnetism. These chapters contain the gist of the
lessons taught be me, in classes, and to individuals, in my courses of personal instruction conducted by me,
here in Paris, for the past eighteen years.
In my personal class work, of course, I adapt the instruction to the special requirements of my individual
students, which I cannot do in the case of general lessons in printed form. But, notwithstanding this, I feel
that I have condensed into these pages the essence of my methods, and principles of practice, so that any
student of average intelligence may readily grasp, assimilate, and apply the same with success, at least, I
feel that if the student does not accomplish this, it will be his or her own fault, not that of myself.
In introducing this book, I with to express my obligations to Mr. L. N. D., an American student of mine,
here in Paris, who has kindly transformed my rather stilted "guidebook English" into the plain, simple form
desirable for a book designed for the general public. I feel particularly indebted to him for supplying the
idiomatic, American "man on the street" terms, thus reproducing the conversational style which I use in all
my lessons in French, but which my "book English" rendered impossible in this case without the kindly
assistance of this worthy gentleman.
With hand on heart, I send to my new American audience the sincere regards, and most earnest wishes for
success, of
Their solicitous teacher,
Theron Q. Dumont -- Paris, France, August 26, 1913

It is a strange and almost amusing fact that there should be at the same time, on the part of the general
public, such a general acceptance of the existence of personal magnetism, on the one hand, and such an
ignorance of the nature of this wonderful force, on the other hand. In short, while everyone believes in the
existence of personal magnetism, scarcely anyone possesses knowledge of the real nature of the same,
much less a working knowledge of its principles of application.
A belief in the existence of a personal power, influence, or atmosphere, on the part of certain individuals,
which enables the possessor to attract, influence, dominate or control others, has been held by the race from
the earliest days of written history. Many of the oldest writings of the race contain references to the strange,
mysterious power possessed by certain individuals, which enabled them to attract or influence others. And,
following the course of written human history along the ages, we may perceive a constant reference to this
strange power of the individual, so generally acknowledged and at the same time, so little understood.
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Coming down to the present age, an age in which great attention has been devoted to the study of
psychology and psychic subjects in general, we find that while the old belief in personal magnetism has
been strengthened, there exists, at the same time, very little general knowledge among the public regarding
the real nature of the force or the best means of using and employing it.
But this lack of knowledge just alluded too is confined to the general public. In all ages there have been a
few advanced individuals who have thoroughly understood and employed the force of personal influence.
Not only have the occult students of the past possessed this knowledge, and have passed it on to their
successors, but many of the greatest men of history have acquired a thorough knowledge likewise, and have
employed it in advancing their own interests. In some cases, individuals of this last mentioned class have
received direct instruction from occult teachers, but in many cases they have stumbled across the existence
of the power within themselves, and then advanced in their knowledge of the subject by careful
investigation and study, accompanied by constant experimentation. Many of them, in their writings or
sayings, have testified to their knowledge and us of this most wonderful power. It is difficult even to
correctly define the term "personal magnetism," so little are its principles understood by the masses of the
people. The dictionaries give us but little help in the matter, so vague are their so-called definitions.
Perhaps the best definition is the following: "the strong, peculiar, but little understood power, force, or
influence, exerted by certain individuals, in varying degrees, by the means of which other persons are
attracted to, controlled by, dominated, or influenced by the individual possessing the power; a form of
mental influence exerted by certain individuals over those with whom they come in contact."
The principal objection that I, personally, have to the above otherwise fairly good definition, is it implies
that only certain individuals possess personal magnetism, the implication being that the remainder of the
race are devoid of it. This, in my opinion, is a sad mistake. The truth is, each and every individual is in
possession of a certain degree of personal magnetism; that each person may increase the degree and
strengthen the power by knowledge and practice.
Even the most "un-magnetic" person possesses personal magnetism, perhaps even to a considerable degree,
but is generally so ignorant of the nature of the force of the means of its employment, that he or she
actually repels other persons instead of attracting them. For, do not fail to note this fact, personal
magnetism, like material magnetism, may repel as well as attract - it has its positive as well as its negative
side. Many very repellent persons are really manifesting a high degree of personal magnetism in a negative
form, and are driving away persons from them in the same manner that others attract persons to them – it is
all a matter of the use of the power.
The fact is that every person generates and throws off a certain degree (varying among different
individuals) of personal magnetism, which affects the minds of other persons coming within the field of its
influence. Not only does each person emanate and project a certain amount or degree of personal
magnetism, additionally, each person is also constantly surrounded by a field of personal magnetic
influence – a personal atmosphere, so to speak. This personal atmosphere affects to a greater or lesser
degree other persons coming within its field of influence.
This personal atmosphere varies greatly in degree of strength, extent and general character, among different
individuals. The average person has but a weak personal atmosphere, which extends but a short distance on
all sides of him, while the strong characters of the race are surrounded by a widely spread personal
atmosphere of great, power, especially when they are aroused by any strong emotion, feeling or desire. The
personal atmosphere of those strong individuals, who are generally recognized as leaders of the race,
usually extends great distances from the person, and is fairly saturated with strong dynamic magnetism,
which impresses itself strongly upon those coming within their field of influence.
But even the weaker individuals of the race, or using personal magnetism unconsciously, exert at least
some degree of influence upon those around them. It requires but a moment’s thought to recognize that
some persons emanate an atmosphere of good-cheer, brightness, and happiness, which affects in a desirable
way all persons with whom they come in contact. Others, in the same way, are surrounded by an
atmosphere of gloom, pessimism and discouragement, which adversely affects persons coming near them.

These things are too common to even excite interest among the average persons, but in this phenomena
may be found the key to the higher forms of personal magnetism.
We are so accustomed to regarding personal magnetism as meaning only the positive, attractive phase, that
it comes as a shock to some of us to be told that the repelling personal atmosphere is equally "magnetic" –
that is, magnetic in the wrong direction. This should cause no wonder, when we remember that even the
physical metallic magnet repels, under some circumstances, as strongly as it attracts under others. There
are, it is true, certain individuals who seem neither to attract nor repel, but this does not affect the general
rule. These neutral individuals are usually of weak magnetism, and weak character – that is to say they
have no strong motives, aims or desires, or strong cast of character or personality. Each faculty of the
mentality is neutralized by some other faculty of equal strength, and the result is a neutral condition akin to
lukewarm water- neither hot nor cold. It follows, naturally, that such persons exert but a neutral influence,
and have but a weak neutral personal atmosphere. They neither attract nor repel – they simply "bore"
persons with whom they come in contact.
Some may raise the question that if, as I have said, each and every person is possessed of personal
magnetism, then why should any one bother any more about the matter, or study the subject of personal
magnetism at all. Such a question (and it is frequently raised, for that matter) causes a smile to manifest on
the features of those who have knowledge of the subject; so childish does it seem to them. While it is true
that each and every person is possessed of personal magnetism to some degree, it is equally true that the
majority of persons have but a weak magnetic force, and that often of a negative or undesirable character.
And, it is a fact positively known to those who have mastered the subject, that even the weakest and most
negative person may so develop his or her personal magnetism as to gradually acquire the same degree and
character of magnetism as that possessed by many individuals originally far in advance of them in magnetic
influence.
One may completely change the character of his personal magnetism, from negative to positive, from
undesirable to desirable, by careful study and practice along the lines, which I shall lay down in this book.
Moreover, it is possible for any person possessing sufficient will, perseverance and determination to
develop from a puny state of magnetism into a condition of giant magnetic powers. But this latter requires
determination, constant practice until a certain stage is reached, and an indomitable will. While any one
may easily increase his or her degree of power of personal magnetism, and still more easily change the
character of one’s personal atmosphere, the higher prizes are reserved for those who will persevere to the
end, and continue faithful in the exercises. This, of course, is true not only of personal magnetism, but also
of every other thing worth having. There is no royal road to anything worth having. We must work for what
we get. The prizes are not for the weaklings and triflers, but for the persistent, earnest individuals who will
"hang on" until they succeed.
In this little book, I give you the key to the secret of personal magnetism, but it will still remain for you,
yourselves, to determine just what degree of success you shall attain. I give you the best tools, and
instructions as to how to use them – but you will have to do the rest yourself. This I will say, however,
success must and will be yours if you will follow the instructions carefully, persistently and perseveringly.
That is all I can do for you – the rest is in your own hands.

Some of the writers on the subject of personal magnetism have fallen into the error of considering that the
entire secret of personal magnetism is to be found in the phenomena of telepathy or transference of thought.
These writers, however, have been so carried away by the wonderful facts of the mental phase of personal
magnetism, that they have entirely overlooked the other phase, i.e. the physical pole of the magnetic
personality. This second phase is just as important as is the mental phase, and the person who wishes to
cultivate and develop personal magnetism must give this second phase the same careful attention and
practice as the first phase. There are two distinct phases or poles of personal magnetism, (1) the mental and
(2) the physical. Do not fail to note this fact, for your success will depend upon the coordination of the
force of both poles.

To many, this idea of there being a second or physical phase of personal magnetism will seem strange, so
accustomed have they grown to hearing the teachings that personal magnetism is a mental phenomenon
pure and simple. But as we proceed in our study of the subject in this book, I hope to thoroughly convince
you that this second pole of personal magnetism really exists, and that it is equally potent as the first, or
mental phase or pole. A man is a dual organism, with both mental and physical phases of manifestation,
both mind and body, so is his personal force composed of two distinct phases or poles, each coordinating
with the other in the work of manifesting energy and creating effects. Some persons have more mental
magnetism, while others have more physical magnetism, but the individual who really manifests the
highest degree of personal magnetism is the one who is developed along both poles of activity, both phases
of magnetism – physical as well as mental.
The mental pole or phase of personal magnetism depends for its force and energy upon the ability of the
mind to create thought-waves and to project them beyond the limits of the brain, into the personal
atmosphere of the individual, and even beyond the range of his own personal atmosphere when necessary.
When accompanied with the physical magnetism generated by the other pole of magnetic activity, this
mental magnetism strongly affects other persons coming within the field of action of these thought-waves.
But without a good supply of the physical magnetism, these thought-waves fail to have sufficient strength
to produce marked results. It would seem that the physical magnetism were needed to give "body" to the
mental magnetism, just as the mental magnetism is needed to give color, character or "soul" to the physical
magnetism. The two phases of magnetism must work together to gain the best effects.
It was formerly very difficult to convey to the mind of the student the facts regarding the mental phase of
personal magnetism, so strange did the whole thing appear to him. But in these days, when there has been
so much written and taught regarding telepathy, thought-transference and mind-power, the average person
is so well posted on the general subject that he may readily understand the special features of thoughtpower as manifested on personal magnetism. So it is not necessary, now, to first give the student a thorough
education regarding the general subject of telepathy, in order to lead him up to the special subject of
personal magnetism. In this book, I shall take it for granted that the student knows something of the subject
of telepathy or thought-transference, and accordingly I shall not take up space and time in traveling over
this old familiar ground. But, nevertheless, I think it advisable to point out to you some of the latest facts
discovered by science in connection with the transference of thought.
Science has discovered that the human brain, in the processes of thinking, actually generates and uses up a
certain amount of energy in the area of the brain tissue. The generation and employment of this energy
produces heat, and actually increases the temperature of the brain areas, as may be proven by the use of the
delicate registering instruments. Found in every well-equipped brain is as much an actual force as is
electricity or the ordinary magnetism of the lodestone, and is governed by much the same general laws and
rules. And, like electricity or ordinary magnetism, it is not confined to the point at which it is generated,
but, instead, it may be, and is, diffused to points beyond. In other words, the thought energy of the brain of
a person extends beyond the limits of his brain, creates a thought-atmosphere around him, and registers an
effect upon the brains of others coming within his field of energy.
The discovery of radio-activity in certain newly discovered elements of matter, notably in the case of
radium, has led science to investigate the matter of the possible radio-activity of other substances. The
result is most surprising, for advanced science now announces that every substance is radioactive, that is,
every substance is constantly radiating energy of force from itself. This discovery serves to harmonize the
previously separated facts regarding thought-transference, etc., and it is now accepted as a fact that the
human brain is strongly radioactive, and is constantly sending forth streams of radio-energy. The same
laws, which govern the radium, are now perceived to govern the brain action. This simplifies the matter,
and brings the subject of thought-transference into the general field of science, and out of the realms of
mysticism. The subject is now taught and studied, on a scientific basis, in the principal universities of the
world, and new discoveries are constantly being made regarding it. The physical pole of personal
magnetism is not to be found in the flesh, blood, or bones of the body – for these are but the crude
machinery by which the higher parts of the human organism moves and acts. Instead, it is to be found in
that most wonderful part, or parts, of the organism, known as the nervous system. This nervous system is
just as wonderful in its way as is the brain, and its effects in personal magnetism are just as important.

We are so apt to think of the nerves as being a part of the "body" of the person, that it is somewhat difficult
for us to get the idea that the nervous system is really as much a part of the mental system as is the brain. In
fact, the nervous system is composed of almost exactly the same kind of matter, as is the brain. The
nervous system, moreover, generates energy of a kind very similar to that generated by the brain. For that
matter, advanced science really considers that the brain and nervous system are but parts of one and the
same thing, governed by the same general laws, and to be considered in connection with each other. And,
the student of personal magnetism soon comes to accept this view, when he sees the important part played
by the great nerve centers in the work of personal magnetism. Therefore, although I call the magnetism of
the nervous system by the term "physical," and that of the brain by the term "mental," I do so merely in
order to make an easy line of distinction for the purpose of teaching and study. At the last, however, they
are really but parts of one and the same thing – merely two poles of the same source of energy.
The nervous system of the human being is really a most intricate mechanism. Its main feature is the spinal
cord which runs along an opening in the spinal column or backbone, and which is directly connected with
the brain matter in the skull. From the spinal cord emerge many sets of nerves, in pairs, which branch out in
smaller filament, these in turn branching out into still smaller, and so on, until each and every part of the
body is supplied with a direct connection with the main nerve trunk. Other great cables of nerves descend
into the trunk of the body, apart from the spinal cord system, although connected with the latter by nerve
links. In different parts of the body are to be found great masses of nerve-substance, being matted knots or
tangles of nerves, these centers being called plexus or plexuses, the principal one being the "solar plexus"
which is situated right back of the pit of the stomach, and which plays a very important part in the life of
the person, so important, indeed, that a severe blow struck directly over it may cause the death of the
person.
The nervous system not only conveys messages from the different parts of the body to the brain, but also
serves to convey the energy of motion to the various parts. In short, there can be no motion of any part of
the body unless the impulse comes over the nerves. When the nerves governing any part of the body are
paralyzed, that part of the body becomes devoid of motion. So you see, the nervous system is a part of the
great energy-producing system of the body – as much a part of it as is the brain. Remember this, always, for
it is one of the keys to the secrets of personal magnetism.
When you remember that this nerve-energy spreads itself beyond the limits of the body, just as does the
energy of the brain, then you may begin to see what I am "driving at" in announcing the second pole or
phase of personal magnetism, namely the "physical" pole, which, in reality, is the phase of magnetism
generated and radiated by the nervous system, particularly by its great centers of plexus. I think that you are
now beginning to get the idea, although I have carefully avoided technical scientific terms and have
expressed myself in the simplest form.

The mental phase of personal magnetism depends upon two coordinated manifestations of mental power, as
follows:
(1) the holding of certain mental states until the mental atmosphere becomes charged with the vibrations of
the particular mental states; and
(2) the conscious projection of the mental current from the brain centers, by the action of the will of the
individual.
I shall now proceed to describe these two mental phases of manifestation in detail.
It is a fact known to all students of the subject that the character of the mental atmosphere of any individual
depends entirely upon the character of the mental states held by him. The mental atmosphere of the
hopeful, expectant individual is composed of vibrations of a hopeful, cheerful character, which tend to
impress and affect other persons coming within the field of activity of his personal atmosphere. Likewise,

the mental atmosphere of the gloomy, depressed individual is composed of vibrations of a gloomy,
depressing character, which impresses and affects individuals coming in contact therewith. And, in the
same manner, all of one’s mental states will become manifest in his mental atmosphere, and accordingly,
will affect those with whom he comes in close contact.
The truth of the above statements will become apparent to anyone who will give the matter a moment’s
careful consideration, remembering at the same time the impressions created upon him when he has come
in contact with different individuals. He will remember that some individuals have left upon him the
impression of gloom, inefficiency, failure, etc. Others have left with him a feeling of suspicion, distrust,
and uneasiness. Others still have given him the impression of cheerfulness, friendliness, confidence, and
good will.
The atmosphere of some persons is such that it causes us to let them alone, and to take no stock whatsoever
in their business propositions. Others, instead, imbue us with confidence and trust, and give us the feeling
that we would like to do business with them. Some persons leave upon us the impressions that we have
been in the presence of a snaky thing, and we often can scarcely repress a shudder of disgust and dislike
while others create in us the impression that the other person is a good friend and can be depended upon as
a helper and comrade. Why?
It is not from anything these persons have said, for, as we all know, some of the slipperiest persons are
often the best and smoothest talkers; and some of the best and most dependable persons are often very
reticent, and even "short" in speech. The reason lies deeper that words. It is the "feeling" that we experience
when we come in contact with persons, rather than any report of the reason regarding them. And this
"feeling" is caused by the registry upon our sensitive brain organism of the thought-vibrations of the other
person’s personal atmosphere. Not only are these things noticed in the person himself or herself, but even
the very residences, stores or other places frequented by the individual are also affected by the continuous
influence of the thought-vibrations of his or her personal atmosphere. Did you ever notice how some
houses produce upon you a feeling of sadness or woe, or worse; while others seem to carry within them an
air of health and good cheer, happiness and content? This is often true although the house may have been
unoccupied for some time. So strong do the mental vibrations of the atmosphere of the person or persons
formerly inhabiting them. In the same way some offices and places of business are so saturated with the
vibrations of the personal atmospheres of their occupants, that one is forcibly impressed by the same upon
entering the door. A man may disguise his thoughts by his words or his facial expression, but the mental
vibrations of his personal atmosphere will frequently "give him away."
These are facts, which should require no further proof – your own experience should be proof enough to
satisfy you but you should make mental note of this fact, and carry it in mind as we proceed. Many persons
leave but little impression upon us, for the reasons that their mental states are so varied, inconstant and
fleeting that they neutralize each other, and fail to impart a definite shade of thought-color to the personal
atmosphere. The strongest personal atmospheres are those of persons of strong feelings, desires and
emotions, good or bad, for such have strong and constant mental states which impress themselves forcibly
upon their personal atmosphere, so strongly, in fact, that one who notices these things cannot fail to
perceive them.
A moments thought will inform you that if these things be true – and true you will realize they must be
when you give the matter a moments’ careful thought – then one should be very careful to avoid harboring
mental states of a character likely to inspire undesirable feelings in other persons. And, at the same time,
one should endeavor to cultivate mental states of a character likely to awaken feelings of a desirable
character in those with whom we come in contact. In fact, a great portion of the following chapters will be
used to teach how to cultivate just such mental states so as to rate the desired effect upon others, for in this
lies one of the great secrets of personal magnetism.
One need not despair if he has been creating and carrying around with him a personal atmosphere of an
undesirable kind. For these things may be remedied, and one may entirely change the character of his
mental states, and thus transform his personal atmosphere from the very worst to the very best. These
things require work, perseverance, and patience, it is true, but the reward is so great that it pays anyone to

devote his attentions and time to it. The principle is very simple, indeed, but it requires determination and
dogged will to obtain the best results, particularly in cases where very undesirable conditions have existed.
The second way in which the mental phase of personal magnetism operates, i.e., that of the conscious
projection of the mental currents from the brain centers, by the action of the will of the individual, also
demands work on the part of the student who wish to create a strong personal atmosphere.
The principle of this second form of mental action consists in the use of the will in a conscious projection
of thought-currents. This is true in the case of stimulating the personal atmosphere, and also in cases in
which one endeavors to produce an effect upon the mind of some other person in whose presence he may
happen to be.
While it is true that the character of the mental states of the person will color and give character to his
personal atmosphere, which will, of course, produce an effect upon the other person or persons in his field
of action, it is likewise true that the effect of such mental vibrations may be enormously increased by the
use of the will in the direction of the conscious projection just referred to. The mental states produce and
create the mental atmosphere, it is true, but the will serves to project them forth with force, and to generally
energize the atmosphere and increase the effect.
It is just as if you had created a great store of mental magnetism in your brain, and given it the proper
quality and color by the character of your mental states. This would naturally create a personal atmosphere
or aura around you, which would be felt by others. But then imagine the increased strength and effect that
would arise from the use of your will to project and force outward from your brain these mental vibrations.
You will see at once how such an action of the will would tend to energize and increase the vibrations of
your mental atmosphere, can you not? It would be like turning on an extra force of the power, would it not?
Certainly it would, and you may gain this effect whenever you wish to do so, by using the methods, which
will be given you in this book as we proceed.
Again, you will see, by a little thought, how much stronger will be the effect upon any special individual,
if, in addition to the vibrations of our personal atmosphere, we add the force of a special current of mental
force directed steadily and pointedly at his mind, by an effort of our will. Do you see the point? You first
affect him by the effect of your energized personal atmosphere, and then just when he is in the proper
receptive condition you discharge at him a psychic rifle-ball which hits him right in the bull’s eye of his
mind with enormous force.
At first thought, this may seem to you like very strenuous proceedings, and one which would require the
outlay of a great amount of will power on your own part. But, this is not so, for the thought-currents are
very responsive to the action of the will, and the main thing is to hold the will firmly to the task, and the
thought-currents will flow out over the channel thus made for them. It is like holding a rifle properly aimed,
and then letting the force of the powder drive the bullet home; or, again, like holding the nozzle of a hose
pointed exactly where you wish the current of water to go, and lo! When the water is turned on, it flies
straight to the mark, long after it has left the tip of the nozzle of the hose.
The strong men of all times have employed the will in this way in the direction of creating a strong
personal atmosphere, and also in the direction of producing strong impressions upon those who they wished
to affect. In many cases they have not fully understood the character of the forces set into operation by
themselves, but they understood the "how" part, even if they did not grasp the "why". The next time you
come into contact with a strong individual, watch him or her, and see if you cannot almost see the operation
of this direction of mental force of which I have just spoken. But, far more important than even studying
others, is that of cultivating the art of doing the thing for yourself, and this is what I am trying to teach you
to do. And you will succeed in it, too, if you will enter into the work fully with heart and mind. Get in
earnest about it, and the power will develop in you to bring about success.

The physical phase of personal magnetism depends upon two coordinated manifestations of nerve-force, as
follows:
(1) the generation within the nervous system of a plenteous supply of nerve-force; and
(2) the conscious projection, by the will, of that supply of nerve-force into the personal atmosphere, and
even to a greater distance under special conditions.
By "nerve-force," as used in the above paragraph, I mean that strange, mysterious form of energy, which
controls all physical movements, and yet, at the same time, appears to be something higher than physical
itself. It is akin to electricity or magnetism, in its real nature, and, like these forces is impossible to define.
Nerve-force is something far different from the matter of which the nervous system is composed. The
nervous system, from spinal cord to the most delicate nerve filament, is at the best but a system of wires,
relays, etc., over which the nerve-force travels, or, else complicated reservoirs in which the nerve-force is
stored.
The ordinary nerves serve as wires and cables over which the nerve-force travels to move the parts of the
body, which we will to move, or which our subconscious mentality desires to move. Certain parts of the
brain are great reservoirs of nerve-force, as are also the great groups of nerve-matter called the plexus,
prominent among which are the solar plexus, and the sacral plexus.
The ordinary textbooks of physiology pass over the question of the real nature of nerve-force, for their
writers do not possess the secret. They dispose of the question by saying: "As in the case of electricity,
while we fully recognize its existence and its power, nevertheless we do not know its real nature." And, so,
the student must go back to some of the old occult writers of the past ages, and their followers in the
present age, in order to get the secret.
All occultists, ancient and modern, have recognized the existence of a mighty subtle force of nature – one
of nature’s "finer forces" – which is most potent it its effects and activities, but which, nevertheless, defied
all power of analysis or definition. The reason that science has never been able to classify nerve-force is
because, like electricity, it is in a class by itself, and is different from any other form of force – so different
that it cannot be classified with other forces. Science, in some cases, has endeavored to treat it as a
secretion of the nervous matter, but that is a folly akin to that of the materialistic philosopher who tried to
define mind as "a secretion of the brain," just as the bile is a secretion of the liver, the gall a secretion of the
gall-bladder, etc. Such attempts at definition cause only a smile on the face of the wise.
The occultists, on the contrary, while not attempting to define nerve-force (recognizing it to be in a class of
its own) nevertheless have discovered the source of its origin, and have given us valuable information as to
its use. They have given it many names, as for instance: "vital force," "vital energy," "life force," "vital
fluid," "vital magnetism," etc., and in the case of the Orientals, the terms "prana," or "akashic energy" have
been applied to it. But under all of these different names, the occultists have always meant the one and
same thing, i.e., nerve-force. The name I use in describing it, ‘nerve-force," is employed simply because it
is found specialized in the nervous system, and not because of any idea that it originates there. Indeed, as
you shall see in a moment, it has a far higher and more elementary source of origin.
The old materialistic school of physiology has attempted to show that nerve-force, like the bodily material,
is derived from the food we eat, and is created by chemical combustion of the latter. This, however, is only
partly true. While it is true that there is a certain amount of nerve-force in fresh food (having been gathered
there during the life of the plant of animal of which the food formed a part), and while it is true that a
certain amount of this nerve-force is taken up by the system of the person eating the food, particularly if the
food be fresh, nevertheless, the amount of nerve-force so absorbed is comparatively small, and is far too
little to supply what is needed by the individual to run his physical organism. And, even the small part so
obtained is not derived from the chemical combustion of the food. Food chemical combustion results in
giving bodily heat, but never in creating nerve-force.

The true source of nerve-force is the same as the source of electricity, namely the universal ether that fills
space. Like electricity, also, this force is available to human wants only when it is associated with. The
atmosphere is charged with nerve-force, which is taken up and absorbed by the nervous system, and stored
away in its great reservoirs, from whence, in turn, it flows over the nerves when required, by the physical or
mental needs of the individual.
But, you naturally ask, how does the body absorb the universal nerve-force – through what channel does it
enter the system. The answer is plain, viz.: In plant, animal, and human life, the nerve force is breathed into
the system. In other words, the process of breathing, in its higher and lower forms, is not alone that of
extracting oxygen or other elements from the air, but also that of extracting the universal nerve-force at the
same time. When this is understood, it will be more easily understood why the living thing perishes so soon
if the process of breathing be interfered with. The understanding of this secret of nature throws a muchneeded light upon the important part played by breathing, in the life of all creatures.
Before proceeding to a further consideration of the process of the absorption of nerve-force from the
atmosphere, especially in the case of the student of personal magnetism, I ask you to consider another
important question in relation to the physical phase of personal magnetism, namely, that of the projection
of nerve-force beyond the limits of the nervous system. You will remember that the average physiologist
maintains that it is folly to hold that nerve-force can possibly pass beyond the limits of the nervous system
containing it. He holds that, like electricity on the wires, it cannot pass except over the wires of the nerves.
But, is this true even of electricity? I positively assert that it is not. The veriest novice in the study of
electricity is aware that electricity will often leap from one conducting substance to another – jumping the
gap in the shape of a spark – and then flying along the new channel. Again, even without the spark,
electricity and magnetism will often affect other substances by what is known as "induction," without the
actual contact of the two conducting materials. This is so common that it is a wonder that the question is
ever raised. And, what is true of electricity and magnetism, in this respect, is likewise true of nerve-force,
for it will not only often leap over the barriers of the nervous system, but will, and constantly does, affect
other nervous systems by a kind of "induction."
Not only is the phenomena of personal magnetism a proof of this transmission of nerve-force, but the
phenomena of ‘human magnetism" (as it has been called) in the direction of "magnetic healing" another
proof – a proof, moreover, that may be obtained by any individual in his own experience.
Moreover, the experience of every individual will bear ample and generous testimony to the fact that
certain persons, flowing over with vigorous nerve-force, will so radiate the energy that it is actually
perceptible to those shaking hands with them, or even coming into their vicinity. These individuals fairly
radiate health and vigor, and exert a positive healing and invigorating effect, on those with whom they
come in contact. In a similar manner, is manifested a lack of sufficient nerve-force, by those unfortunate
individuals who go around unconsciously absorbing the nerve-force of others, and, in extreme cases,
becoming actual vampires sucking the vital forces from those around them. Who of you have not met this
last class of persons, and have not noted how depressed and weakened one is after having been in the
company of such persons for some time? The average person does not need any further proof in this case,
beyond that afforded by his or her own experience.
It may be asked that if the nerve-force is inherent in the universal ether, and obtained from the atmosphere,
why all persons are not equally endowed with this energy. The answer is that the life-habits of individuals
differ, and just as one is physically strong and robust, and another weak and delicate, so is one individual
strong in nerve-force, and another weak in it. Moreover, a change in the life habits of the person will
inevitably result in a change in the amount of nerve-force absorbed and retained by him or her. In fact, one
of the purposes of this book is to instruct you how you may increase the nerve-force within yourself. While
the object is the increase of your personal magnetism, you will find that at the same time your general
health and vigor will improve.
In addition to the amount of nerve-force being determined by the life habits of the individual, it is also true
that the individual may, by the proper exercises, so "energize" his nervous system that he will largely
increase the degree of activity of his nerve-force, and may render it far more available for his requirements.

It isn’t only a question of securing a plenteous supply of nerve-force, but also of having the same in an
active condition, and in such a form that it may be readily available for the requirements of everyday life.

You will remember that when you have come in contact with any of the strong characters in any walk of
life – the great preachers, lawyers, statesmen, orators, businessmen, etc. – those whose success depends
upon the strong effect they produce upon other persons, - you have been conscious of a feeling that they
radiate strength and power. You actually felt the power coming from them. And, you will also remember
that this power did not seem to you to be mental power, or intellectual strength, alone – it seemed, instead,
to have much of the physical in it. So strong is this power in the case of some of the world’s great
characters that they seem to be personified will power – mighty centers of vitalized energy, affecting all
with whom they come in contact.
In order to realize the difference between this power and pure intellectual strength and ability, you have but
to remember another class of gifted persons, namely, the great students, writers, etc., and other men who
have developed great intellectual power. These men as a rule are not "magnetic," as the term is generally
used. They do not radiate or throw off force, and the element of physical magnetism is almost entirely
absent. They seem to be centers of great intellectual energy – but nothing more. I am not now speaking of
individuals in whom both the intellectual and the physical are well balanced and combined, but instead, of
those individuals who are distinctly "mental" or intellectual. A moment’s thought will recall many
examples of the type to which I refer – the teachers, preachers, lawyers, and students whose intellectuality
is well developed, but who lack that "something" which impresses persons.
Another appeal to your memory will show you; also, that the "magnetic" person is almost always possessed
of that indefinable something, which we call "strength" and energy. He may not be a stout, large person –
he may even be a scrawny, lank individual, of slight frame and small stature – but even in the last case he
will be "wiry" and like a coiled wire spring, full of latent energy. The magnetic person is never the weak,
flabby, jellyfish type. I have seen these thin magnetic persons on their deathbeds, weakened by disease, but
even in their last moments they gave one the impression of keen spring-like strength. The other type of
magnetic person, the stout type, also gives the impression of power and strength – a something within
which stores and radiates strength and power. Is this not so in your own experience? Did you ever see a
great leader – a magnetic personality – who did not convey the idea of "strength" in the physical sense? I
think not.
Now, remember, that I am not claiming that physical nerve-force alone constitutes personal magnetism. Far
from this – there are many men who possess and radiate physical nerve-force who are not personally
magnetic in the full sense of the term. The combination of mental magnetism, and physical magnetism is
needed to produce the full phenomenon of personal magnetism, remember. But, I do insist that mental
magnetism without its physical counterpart is like a mind with a body – it lacks substance and
effectiveness.
The occultists inform us that in the personal atmosphere of the individual – his "aura," they call it – there is
to be found not only the vibrations of his mental states and character, but also the vibrations of his physical
magnetism, or nerve-force as I have called it in this book. They state that to those who have developed
psychic or clairvoyant power, these nerve-force vibrations may be seen extending from the body some two
or three feet in either direction, the whole aura having an egg-shape, hence its name. It is said to have a
faint violet color – something like a pale electric flame – and to quiver and vibrate in a manner similar to
the motions of heated air arising from a stove, or the ground on a hot summer day, so familiar to every
observer. They also claim that when a strong person is using his will, this nerve-force, carrying with it his
mental magnetism, may be seen shooting in great sheets or flashes from him to the other person or persons.
I do not claim to posses this psychic vision myself, but the testimony of many of my psychic friends agree
in this matter, and are in accord with the writing of the older occultists. And, at any rate, anyone
experimenting with personal magnetism will be convinced that nerve-force or physical magnetism does act
in just the way described, though it remains unseen by the eye of the ordinary person.

Another important bit of information furnished by the occultists which is fully verified by my own
observations and experiments, and which in fact forms one of the foundation pillars of my system of
personal magnetism, is that concerning the part played by nerve-force in the phenomena of telepathy,
hypnotism, mental influence, and similar phenomena in which the mind of one person acts upon the mind
of another – this of course being one of the main features of personal magnetism. I allude to what may be
called the "vitalizing" of the thought-waves by the current of nerve-force, which is projected at the same
time with it.
Thought-waves unaccompanied by currents of nerve-force lack force and effect, and are like cold mental
power devoid of life and activity. You will grasp this idea better by reference to a common occurrence, for
instance, you have heard many a sermon, speech, or recitation delivered by a person having marked
intellectual ability, and filled with good sound thoughts, - and yet the delivery seemed dead, dull, colorless
and lifeless, did it not? It lacked the life, vigor, and vim of the delivery of some other speaker of even less
intellectual power, did in not? And, you have noticed that the personality of some admittedly intellectual
personage lacked "life"; while some other less gifted personality fairly radiated life and strength, and
consequently, magnetic power. Well, this represents the difference between plain thought-waves, and
thought-waves accompanied by strong nerve-force. The one lacks "body" and vitalizing force, while the
other possesses this in abundance. Think over this carefully, until you "get it" – for in it lays one of the two
great secrets of personal magnetism.
A person in whom nerve-force is actively present, and who has consciously or unconsciously acquired the
art of combining it with his thought-waves, will send forth words or thoughts fairly charged with dynamic
force, reaching and affecting those with whom they come in contact. Like a high-power explosive shell, the
nerve-force drives the thought-wave like a bullet to this mark, hitting the bull’s eye with a tremendous
impact, and making a powerful impression on the mind of the other person or persons. There are persons
whose words seem fairly alive, so vital is their action upon the minds of others – these persons have
strongly active nerve-force or physical magnetism used in connection with their mental currents. They flash
out this combined force toward their audiences of many persons, and the latter are fairly lifted off their feet
by the power.
The great leaders of men have had this nerve-force largely developed and actively employed. When they
spoke, the other persons were almost compelled to do the bidding of the strong person. Julius Caesar and
Napoleon Bonaparte were two marked examples of the use of this power, but, as a fact, every man who
sways moves and rules other persons, is an example worthy of study. The student should, if possible,
manage to be thrown in contact with this class of persons, so that he may see, or rather feel, for himself, the
effect of this mighty force emanating from these individuals. He will then better realize just what part
nerve-force plays in the matter of personal influence, and personal magnetism, and then be more firmly
resolved to develop it in himself or herself.
There are some persons who seem, naturally, to absorb, store up and effectively use their nerve-force of
physical magnetism. Such are very fortunate, for they are saved the trouble of cultivating the processes
referred to. But those who do not possess this gift, naturally, may by practice and perseverance develop it in
themselves. Nay, more, they may, eventually, even surpass the naturally-gifted man, for the latter does not
understand the source or nature of his power, and is apt to neglect or abuse it, while the person who
develops it in himself, according to rule, and with a full understanding, has the thing "on tap" as it were,
and can always recuperate from an over drain on a nervous system. Knowledge is power, and a cultivated
and developed faculty is often far more effective than a similar faculty present at birth, and not understood
or worked for.
Beginning with the next chapter, I purpose giving you plain, simple directions for the increase of your
nerve-force, the storing up of the same, and the conscious projection of it to vitalize your mental currents.
The process is quite natural, and does not partake of any mystic ceremonies or anything of that sort. It is
based on purely physiological principles, and is in full accord with natural laws. When you have once
acquired the art and science of the absorption and storing of nerve-force, you will be surprised that you
have never thought of it before.

When you acquire this power, you will be conscious of being a center of an enormous energy, and will also
be made aware of your power by the effect upon other persons. Not only in the matter of personal
magnetism, I mean, but also in the matter of imparting the vibrations of strength and energy. You will
notice that other persons will be conscious of something in your handshake and touch that will surprise
them. They will not understand just what affects them, but they will be conscious of some strange feeling
pervading them. The best plan will be for you to keep your secret to yourself, and to avoid any impression
of being out of the ordinary. You wish to create confidence, not fear – and the strange and mysterious
causes fear rather than confidence. So keep your own secrets.

By reference to the first paragraph of Chapter IV, you will see that I have separated the physical phase of
mental magnetism into two coordinated manifestations, the first of which i.e., the generation within the
nervous system of a plenteous supply of nerve-force, I shall now describe.
The word "generation," in this connection, only imperfectly conveys the idea of the actual process of
acquiring nerve-force within the nervous system, for the process is one of "absorption" and "distribution,"
rather than one of "generation." But as the latter term conveys a simpler picture of the process, I have
thought well to use it in this connection, particularly as many of the old occult writers have used it, in this
sense, before my time.
This process of nerve-force generation may be said to consist of two distinct, yet coordinated phases, viz.:
(1) the absorption of an extra amount of nerve-force from the atmosphere, by special forms of breathing;
and (2) the distribution of the same to the great centers of the nervous system which act as reservoirs of
nerve-force. I shall now proceed to consider these two respective phases, in their proper order.
The first phase of nerve-force generation consists of the absorption of an extra supply of nerve-force from
the atmosphere, by means of special forms of breathing. All persons constantly absorb nerve-force from the
atmosphere, in the ordinary process of breathing, the amount differing with the individual, or rather, with
his habits of breathing. You will have noticed that the vigorous, strong individual, nearly always breathes
fully – that is, deeply and regularly – while the weak person will breathe only partially and irregularly.
There is a very close connection between full, regular breathing and general physical health and strength,
but I shall not touch upon this phase of the subject here, for it forms no part of this special instruction. I
merely drop a hint, which the wise will take advantage of.
Without wishing to lead you into the subtleties of Oriental psychology, with its complicated forms of
breathing for psychic and spiritual development, etc., I must call your attention, at this point, to the
philosophy underlying some of the Oriental breathing practices, for the same is based on the soundest
scientific principals. The Oriental philosophy teaches that each mental and physical state of the individual
is represented by a special rhythm of breath, the rhythm and condition always being found together. The
mental or physical condition will invariably manifest the particular rhythm of breath, which belongs to it;
and, likewise (and this is one of the occult secrets) the deliberate assumption of a particular rhythm of
breath will speedily result in the manifestation of the appropriate physical or mental condition.
You have but to consider the subject for a moment, to see that when you are frightened or angry, you
breathe with a different rhythm than when you are calm and peaceful. Each emotion, up and down the
scale, has its own appropriate rhythm of breath, which invariably manifests at the same time. Moreover,
different physical conditions like wise manifest in coordinated breath-rhythms. Keep a close watch on
yourself, and those around you, and you will soon see that the above statements of facts are strictly correct.
You will wonder why you never noticed the phenomena before.
A little less known, even, is the correlated fact that the deliberate assumption or "acting out" of the
particular breath –rhythm related to a particular emotion, will result in a speedy experiencing of the
emotion itself. This also may be tested out on yourself.

You will find that a few moments’ anger-breath or fear-breath (if well acted out, or assumed faithfully) will
result in you soon experiencing a feeling of anger or fear, as the case may be. Likewise, you will find that
the deliberate assumption, on your part, of the breath-rhythm of peace, calm, self-control, will be sufficient
to induce that particular state of feeling in you. There is a big hint in this last sentence, by the way, for that
is exactly what the Oriental sages do to induce and maintain the mental state of philosophic calm for which
they are noted. In this connection, let us remind you that when you are endeavouring to control your
temper, and to maintain your pose, under extreme provocation, you will find that you instinctively strive to
control your breath-rhythm, which shows a marked tendency to fly off into a state of rapid panting and
gasping. And, so long as you can maintain your steady controlled rhythm of breath, you will maintain your
poise and self-control.
Well, to make a long story short – to get right down to the gist of the subject of the absorption of nerveforce through controlled breath-rhythm – let me say to you (1) that there is a breath-rhythm which nature
uses to restore nerve force to the depleted system, after a great demand upon it in the direction of either a
strong mental or emotional strain, or after a severe physical strain; and (2) that a deliberate assumption or
"acting out" of this particular breath-rhythm will result in your being able to quickly absorb a greatly
increased supply of nerve-force for the purpose of use in personal magnetism – to render you full of
physical magnetism, in fact. Do you catch this point? If not, reread the above paragraph, several times, until
you fully grasp the importance of the statements therein contained – for they comprise exactly on e-half of
the philosophy of nerve-force generation – and much more besides if you are able to grasp it.
You naturally ask, at this point: "What is this particular breath-rhythm which nature uses to aid us in
recuperating, and which nature uses to aid using recuperating, and which may be assumed with such
wonderful result?" Very well, let me answer you by asking you another question, namely: "How do you
breathe when you begin to recuperate just after a sever emotional, mental or physical strain, when the
characteristic first panting breath quiets down?" If you will consider carefully, you will answer that you
generally begin by one or two long drawn out sighing breaths, followed by a period of calm, deliberate,
slow, deep breaths. You may not have noticed it, but these last calm, deep breaths are marked by a slow but
regular rhythm – as regular, indeed, as the slow swing of the pendulum of a large clock, or the
accompanying "tick" thereof. You will find that this slow, regular rhythmic breath continues for some little
time, until you feel refreshed and reinvigorated, when the breath will drop into the normal "everyday"
rhythm, and the task is over.
Well, this is exactly the breath-rhythm, which, if properly assumed and well "acted-out," will result in
drawing to you a greatly increased supply of nerve-force from the universal storehouse of the same, i.e., the
atmosphere around you.
I ask you, student, to pause at his point, and reread the preceding paragraph. Consider it carefully, roll it
over in our mind, until you fully grasp its tremendous significance, and fully make it your own thought. For
in those few lines is condensed a statement of wonderful truth, which, if taken advantage of, will transform
you into a very giant of physical magnetism. Do not proceed with this reading, until you have fully grasped
the importance of the information just given you.
But do not imagine that you can jump at once into this great power. You must first gradually acquire the
exact rhythm for yourself – for I can do no more than to indicate it to you. I cannot say, "Breathe in just so
many seconds; hold the breath just so many; and then breathe out just so many," and so on, as many
teachers have done – some who should have known better, for that matter. For each person has his or her
own particular breath-rhythm of this kind, the difference arising from mental or physical formation and
characteristics.
The following is the rule – the only rule – in this matter: "Ascertain, first, the precise breath-rhythm which
nature has given you for use in moments of recuperation after extreme mental, emotional or physical strain;
and then, second, practice the same voluntarily by assuming, or acting out the mental and physical
conditions producing it, until the rhythm becomes fixed in your memory, so that you can easily reproduce
it, instinctively, when you wish." Read this rule over until you thoroughly understand it.

You will find it somewhat difficult to assume or act out the conditions producing the rhythm, at first, unless
you happen to be a natural or well-trained actor. But keep trying, until you master it. Practice will make
perfect, in this as in everything else, remember. Mentally place yourself in the same vibrations as when you
were under some great strain of mind, emotion or body, in the past; and you will find that the same will be
followed by an acting-out of the period of recuperation, with its accompaniment of appropriate breathrhythm. Each student will manage this in his, or her, own way, and will get the result, if persistent,
persevering effort were made.
You will find that the first indication of the recuperating breath-rhythm will usually be a long drawn out
sigh, followed by a moment of rest, which, in turn, is followed by an easy, though deep, slow, deliberate
succession of in-breathing and out-breathing, in perfect rhythm, which will be accompanied by a feeling of
increased strength and vitality, of mind and body – delighted to experience is the feeling of "relief" and
fresh vigor, vitality and vim which results from this breath-rhythm.
In practicing this recuperative breath-rhythm for the purpose of resting, gaining strength, or increasing your
store of nerve-force, do not fall into the too-common error of artificial rhythmic breathing. Do not make the
mistake of trying to count the seconds of the breath; or to make the breaths extend neither over a particular
time, nor to exactly match each other; or to retain the breath any special time; nor to count time between
breaths; or anything of that kid. Forget all about the artificial standards, and give yourself up entirely to a
peaceful, calm feeling of relief and recuperation, which nature will bestow upon you if you will create the
right conditions for the manifesting of her power. Do not be artificial – trust nature to "run the thing" aright
and leave everything in her hands.
Do not bother at this point, to wonder just how many times a day you must practice this exercise in order to
gain physical magnetism and absorb nerve-force. That point will be covered in a latter chapter, in
connection with the accompanying process of nerve-force distribution – the sole thing before you now is to
learn how to produce this breath-rhythm, and to practice until you can produce it at will, easily and
naturally, without effort or strain – instinctively, in fact. Until you accomplish this, there is no use of your
bothering yourself about the succeeding stages.
And, now a word about practicing this step. Do not overdo the thing – make hast slowly. It is a matter of
growth and development with you, and you should not try to rush things too rapidly. Let nature proceed to
make the process instinctive, and do not fall into the mistake of pulling up the roots of our plant in order to
see whether it has grown overnight. It will grow. Never fear. You will know when you are on the right
track, and will be aware of your progress, by reason of your increasing sense of vigor, vitality and vim.
Remember, finally, that the secret of the whole this is that you have discovered how nature recuperates the
system in times of extreme necessity; and have then learned how to draw upon this sources of energy at
will, thereby increasing the supply far above the ordinary. It is just as if you had discovered a bottle
containing the elixir of energy which kind Mother Nature uses to recuperate you in times of need; and then
you had learned that you could partake of the elixir, daily, or whenever you felt like it; and were
consequently enabled to increase your energy and vitality far above the average. The comparison or figure
of speech is not exaggerated – for in this secret you have indeed discovered the elixir of vitality, vigor and
vim; that is, if you use it aright.

In the preceding Chapter I have given you general instructions regarding the first phase of nerve-force by
means of certain forms of rhythmic breathing. I now proceed to the general instruction regarding the second
phase of nerve-force generation, namely, the distribution of the absorbed nerve-force to the nervous system,
and particularly to the great reservoirs of nerve-force.
This process of nerve-force distribution naturally follows directly after that of nerve-force absorption, the
two being coordinated phases of one of nature’s recuperative processes. Just as is the process of the
recuperative breath-rhythm, nature’s way of restoring to the system a fresh supply of nerve-force to replace
that used in the extra-ordinary mental, emotional or physical strain preceding it, so is the process of nerve-

force absorption another (or twin) method of nature to distribute the absorbed nerve-force to all parts of the
body, strengthening and invigorating, vitalizing and stimulating, each and every part of the body, and at the
same time storing up in the great reservoirs of the nervous system a reserve supply of nerve-force for times
of future need.
Again you ask: "What is nature’s way of distributing the absorbed nerve-force, as above stated, which also
is the way in which you state students of personal magnetism may distribute their absorbed nerve-force or
physical magnetism?" As in the case of the previous question, I answer, "Go to nature herself, and discover
her method." Let us then do so.
Investigating nature’s method of distributing physical magnetism or nerve-force, what do we find nature
doing just after the person is exhausted by mental, emotional or physical exertion – that is, in addition to
the peculiar breath-rhythm. Answer: We find, accompanying the long deep sigh preceding the breathrhythm, and also, following the rhythmic breathing, a tendency to "stretch" the muscles of the body. Not
only do we notice this phenomenon at such times, but also it is to be observed when we awaken in the
morning with a yawn, followed by an instinctive stretching of the muscles. We observe the same thing after
we have used up nerve-force in listening, reading, studying, etc. – in fact, in any action, which has required
concentrated attention. It is always the yawn, the deep sigh, the measured breath, and, finally, the stretching
of the muscles.
Now, do not dismiss this matter with a trifling jest, or an amused smile – for this stretching of the muscles
in one of nature’s most important offices. It is nature’s own favorite way of distributing to all parts of the
body the nerve-force being absorbed into the system. It is nature’s own way of sending a vitalizing and
invigorating current to the places in which it is needed. And, moreover, if we will take her seriously;
examine the meaning of her process; and then intelligently apply the same in our work of developing
physical magnetism, we will have gained an important secret of nature, and one which we will not be
willing to part with, once it is applied and turned to account.
In the first place this "stretching" is something far more than a manifestation of laziness, weariness, or
fatigue. It is an instinctive action resulting from nature’s recognition of the need of a fresh supply of nerveforce, and her rush to supply the needed energy. Do not mistake and confuse causes and effects in this
matter.
You will notice, in cases of complete "stretching," a twofold motion, viz.: (1) An extensions; and (2) a
tensing or contraction of the muscles, in the direction of drawing in the extended limbs or parts of the body.
Now note this, both of these motions are forms of "tensing" or contracting the muscles. The extension
movements result from the tension or contracting of the opposite set of muscles. The principal muscles of
the body are arranged in opposing sets, one being used to push out, and the other to draw in, the limb or
portion of the body. You may always count on the presence of these opposing sets of muscles. When in the
process of stretching you first extend, and then draw in the limbs, you rally are tensing both of the opposing
sets, in turn. For what purpose? Let us see.
Nature’s purpose in tensing the opposing muscles, in the above stated case seems to be that of "squeezing
out" something from the muscles. And that is exactly what it is – a squeezing out of something. Of what?
Of the old, stale, weakened nerve-force of physical magnetism. Why? – To what end? To the end that the
supply of fresh, vital, strong nerve-force or physical magnetism may rush in to take the place thereof.
This is equally true in the case of the brain exhaustion, nerve-exhaustion, or muscle-exhausting – for the
brain cells, the nerves themselves, and the muscles are kept vitalized and invigorated by the same form of
energy, coming from the same source. Moreover, the fresh supply of nerve-force pouring into the muscles
and cells, from the great nerve-force reservoirs of the nervous system, leave the latter more or less depleted,
and cause them to call for a fresh adequate supply from the universal source. In short, the stretching process
sets into operation the whole machinery of the distribution of the system’s supply of nerve-force, and
results in the whole nervous mechanism being give a new impetus.

This is the secret of the personal magnetism adept’s method of distributing a fresh supply of physical
magnetism or nerve-force to all parts of the system, at will – thus rendering himself a veritable dynamo of
physical magnetism, if he so desires.
But there is more to this method of the student than mere ordinary "stretching," I assure you. The ordinary
stretching is simply an elementary form of nerve-force distribution. I shall call your attention to an
extension of, and improvement upon, the elementary method. You have probably heard of that from of
calisthenics generally known as "the tensing exercises." Well, in that system you may find the seed of a
much more efficient system. The tensing system of calisthenics is taught for the purpose of exercising the
muscles – only this and nothing more. It has been found to bring about the greatest results, and to greatly
develop the muscles and benefit the general system. Why? "Oh just exercise," replies the physical culturist.
But we know better, for while we realize the benefit obtained from these sensible exercises alone, we also
understand how such a rational course of exercise must result in greatly invigorating the entire system, by
distributing the nerve-force, and as a consequence bringing about the absorption of a fresh supply to the
great reservoir centers of the nervous system, do we not?
We have three decided points of advantage over the "tensing exercise" school, as follows: (1) We precede
our tensing exercises by rhythmic breathing exercises, thus bringing to our reservoirs a fresh supply of
magnetism or nerve-force; (2) we proceed leisurely and almost "lazily," our idea being that of "stretching"
as opposed to the idea of vigorous exercise by tensing, the latter being held by the "tensing exercise"
school; and (3) we understand the real reason for the tensing, and hence are able to apply it intelligently,
instead of in a hit-or-miss style.
The addition of the rhythmic breath, of course, gives a new and novel impetus to the work of nerve-force
distribution; in fact the latter cannot be perfectly performed without the former. This the ordinary tensing
exercise practitioner almost entirely misses, except in so far as he becomes fatigued by his vigorous
exercise, and is forced to breathe rhythmically, as a consequence, thereby unconsciously obtaining at least
some of the benefits of the rhythmic breath. The ordinary tensing exercise student, once given our key of
the rhythmic breath, is enabled to attain results impossible to him before. He sees a great light, as a
consequence.
My students of personal magnetism proceed about the exercises for distribution of nerve-force, or physical
magnetism, in an entirely different manner from that of the ordinary practitioner of the tensing exercise
systems. The latter work themselves into an exhausted condition, under the belief that their muscles will
become better developed by such vigorous exercise. As a consequence, many of them wear out as much as
they acquire, of muscular development. My students, instead, pursue anything but a strenuous course of
exercising in tensing. Instead of moving vigorously, they proceed slowly, calmly and almost "lazily" in
tensing the muscles, in turn extending and then drawing in. They keep before them, all the time; nature’s
own processes of "stretching," and model their movements entirely upon the same. In this way, as a
consequence, there in no exhaustion or using up of nerve-force or tissue to any marked extent, but, on the
contrary, there is a constant taking in and distribution of magnetism from the centers to the parts, and
consequently a marked increase in vigor, vitality and vim. The difference can be understood perfectly only
when one practices my exercises for himself or herself.
Finally, it follows that a much greater effect is obtained by one who practices any form of exercises,
understandingly, and with full knowledge of the "why" as well as the "how" of the thing – of the theory as
well as the practice. When one knows just what he is about, and just what he wishes and expects to obtain,
then he has gained half of the battle. Lacking this knowledge, he wastes energy and effort, and does much
that had better be left undone, while leaving undone much that should be done. Verily, "knowledge is
power" in this case, as in many others.
It is somewhat amusing, though sad, to see these "tensing exercise" people using themselves up in vigorous
exercising, and, at the same time, losing nine-tenths of the benefits gained by those practicing the "lazy"
stretching exercises, accompanied by the rhythmic breath, as taught to my students.

I shall now instruct you in the direction of certain forms of exercise designed to generate nerve-force, or
physical magnetism, both in the phase of absorption and that of distribution, according to the general
principles set forth in the preceding chapters.
Absorption. The exercises, themselves, are designed to give a free and full distribution to the nerve-force or
physical magnetism, but the student must always remember that before the nerve-force may be distributed
it must first be absorbed. The absorption, of course, is performed by means of the breath-rhythm, according
to the instruction already given you.
IMPORTANT: Remember that every series of distribution exercises must be preceded, and followed, by
the practice of the rhythmic breath for a few moments. It will also be found beneficial and useful to
interject a short period of rhythmic breathing in between these exercises, from time to time. You will soon
discover the need of this, from your own feelings. After you have gained familiarity and ease in practicing
the distribution exercises, you will find yourself becoming very sensitive to the inflow of the nerve-force
during the breath-rhythm exercise, and in a short time will know by your feelings exactly when you need to
absorb more nerve-force during the exercise.
At this point I wish to again remind the student that one of the main features of my nerve-force exercises is
that of the entire absence of artificiality, and the presence of "naturalness." I do not give set forms of
breathing, to be practiced just so often, for so many minutes at a time. Instead, I give the general principles
of the method – the "why" as well as the "how" – and then bid the student to be governed entirely by his
own instincts in the matter of the duration of exercises, and frequency of the same.
After a short time the student will fall into the natural habit, just as he does into the habits of eating and
drinking, and he will know exactly when he should practice nerve-force generation, and how long he
should continue the exercises.
Keep the words "Be Natural" before your mind, and you will make no mistake. Never overdo the exercises,
or force yourself to perform them when you do not feel like it. Avoid anything approaching artificiality in
the matter. Sometimes you may go a long time without practicing and again you may feel the need of the
same very often – in either case follow nature’s urgings. Again, you may feel like taking but a moment’s
exercises at a time – like taking a sip of water, while on other occasions you will feel like taking a long
spell of exercise – like taking a deep draught of water when you happen to be very thirsty – follow nature in
both instances.
STRETCHING EXERCISE. I will begin by calling your attention to a form of exercise which consists of
intelligent simple "stretching," but which form of exercise will be found very beneficial. There are a variety
of forms of this exercise. I will give you a few general forms, and you may then enlarge on these, and
invent combinations, variations, etc.
I. Lying on your back, extend your arms upward over your head, to their full extent – stretch them out
easily but thoroughly as far as they will go. Then slowly pull them in. Repeat several times.
II. Stretch the arms sideways from the body – out and then in, several times.
III. Stretch the legs in the same way, several times.
IV. Stretch the neck several times.
V. Stretch the hand and fingers, by moving the hands backward and forward from the wrist, clenching and
unclenching the fist: opening and closing the fingers.
VI. Stretch the feet and toes, in the same general manner as in the case of the hands and fingers.

VII. Turn over and lie on your stomach, with the face down on the pillow or floor, and repeat the above
exercise in this position. This will bring into play a number of muscles not employed in the former position.
VIII. Rise to your feet and stand with the legs spread out, the feet several feet apart, with arms extended
upward and outward. This will bring your body into the general shape of the letter "X." Then rise to your
toes and stretch upward as if you were trying to touch the ceiling.
Repeat several times.
You will be surprised at the feeling of rest and renewed strength, which will come to you as the result of
the practicing of the above simple stretching exercises. And yet, simple as they are, these exercises perform
a great work. You must not lose sight of the fact that when you tense these muscles, in the act of stretching
and then contracting the limbs, you really "squeeze out" the old, worn out, depleted magnetism, and absorb
in its place a fresh supply of vigor, vitality and vim from the great reservoirs of the nervous system.
Carry in your mind the idea of the sponge, which in order to absorb fully a supply of fresh water, must first
be thoroughly squeezed out. The process of the absorption and distribution of nerve-force is very close
indeed to the process of the squeezing-out and refilling of the sponge. The following "tensing exercises" are
really but an extension of the stretching exercises, more elaborate and complicated, but embodying the
same principle. They are useful in energizing the several parts of the body, which are not actively energized
by the simple stretching exercises.
Shoulders and Chest. Stand erect; feet close together; arms at sides. Then draw forward your shoulders, as
far front as they will go. Hold the position a moment, and then slowly press the shoulders back as far as
they will go. This will tend to energize the shoulders and chest.
The chest may also be energized by taking a few deep, full breaths, which will inflate the lungs and thus
extend the chest. The shoulders may also be energized by raising them upward in a "shrug" and then slowly
lowering them to original position.
Arms, Wrists, and Hands. Any simple exercise, which will extend and then contract the arm-muscles, will
serve to energize the arms. Twisting them first one-way and then another will do likewise. Twisting the
wrist and moving the hands loosely backward and forward from the wrist tends to energize several very
important muscles and nerves in this part of the body.
Clenching and unclenching the hands will energize the hands and fingers. Spreading out the fingers fanshape and then drawing them together will energize the fingers thoroughly.
Legs, Feet, and Toes. Follow the general idea of the arm and hand exercises, just mentioned, in the case of
the legs, feet and toes. "Squatting" energizes the thighs. Raising up the toes and then lowering to original
position energizes the calves of the legs. The "standing-still run" is a good general leg energizer.
Neck. Move the neck forward, as far as it will go, then backward, as far as it will go; then sideways, to the
right, as far as it will go – then to the left in the same way; then twist to the right as far as it will go, then to
the left in the same manner. These are splendid neck energizers. There are important nerves running
through the neck, which are energized by these exercises.
Twisting and Bending. What may be called "a twisting" of the different parts of the body serves to energize
the parts very well indeed. In the same way, "bending" exercises are good.
Not only may the legs and arms be twisted easily and effectively, but the entire trunk of the body may be
equally effectively twisted by standing erect with feet, say eight or ten inches apart, toes out, and arms
hanging easily by the sides; then easily twisting the body to the right, the neck, trunk and thighs being
carried as far as they will go; then twisting to the left in the same manner; repeating several times. Bending
the body to the right, then to the left, then forward, then backward, is a good energizer.

In a Nutshell. The foregoing exercises might be elaborated into a book by itself – but what’s the use? I have
given you in a nutshell the main elements of the exercises, and you may do the elaborating yourself. In fact,
I can sum up the general principles of the exercises in three words, viz.: STRETCHING, TWISTING, And
BENDING. Think over these three words, and you will see that if you will apply them in every possible
way to the various parts of the body, you will have a whole system of tensing exercises at your command,
without purchasing expensive textbooks on the subject. And, also, remember that in any and all of the socalled "tensing exercises" systems is to be found the best possible principle of nerve-force distribution –
always, however, remembering to include the rhythmic breathing according to my previously given
instructions. Now, get to work and exercise your ingenuity in devising variations and combinations of the
"stretching, twisting and bending" principles. This will energize your mind as well as your body.
Energizing the Solar Plexus. The Solar Plexus lies exactly behind the pit of the stomach. It may be
energized by practicing a "drawing in" of the abdominal muscles. This may prove a little difficult at first,
but a little practice will make perfect. Draw the abdominal muscles "inward and upward" several times at
each exercise.
The Sacral Plexus. The Sacral Plexus is another important plexus, or great center of nerve force. It is
located in front of the lower part of the spinal column – in the region of the hips. It may be energized by a
special stretching, bending and twisting of that particular region of the body.
In case of impaired vitality or general weakness, a little extra energizing of these two plexus may be found
very advantageous and beneficial, as they directly affect large regions of the body, and important organs.

At the beginning of Chapter IV, I stated that the physical phase of personal magnetism depends upon two
coordinated manifestations of nerve-force, namely: (1) The generation of nerve-force; and (2) the conscious
projection, by the will, of that supply of nerve-force into the personal atmosphere, and even to a greater
distance under special conditions. I have instructed you regarding the phase of nerve-force generation. Let
us now consider the second phase, i.e., that of the projection of the same.
Of all of the mental forces of the individual, the will is the most powerful, and at the same time the one
least understood. It is hard even to define the will. Enough for our purpose to realize that it is the power
within the mind whereby man is able to do things. Not only does man do the ordinary things of life by
means of the will, but also he is able to do some extra-ordinary things when he learns how.
The old occultist fully realized the mighty power of the will of man; and their teachings convey some very
valuable information on this subject. One of their teachings was that by the use of his will man is able not
only to project thought-waves from his mentality, but that he is also able to consciously project his physical
magnetism, or vital energy, in the same way. The discoveries of the most advanced students of the subject,
in our times, verify the old teachings of the occultists in this respect. The system I am herein teaching is
therefore based not only on the advanced discoveries of modern science, but also upon the world-old
teachings of the ancient occultists. Truth knows no special age or time – it is the property of the ages.
The average man projects his physical magnetism, or nerve-force, into his personal atmosphere, or aura,
more or less unconsciously – just as he walks or breathes, for that matter. He has naturally acquired the
habit, and does not concern himself about the matter – in fact, he is usually unconscious of and ignorant of
the process itself. The differences in the degree of physical magnetism projected or radiated by such
persons is determined solely by the degree of nerve-force generated by them, in absence of any special
power of projection.
There is a second class, however, the members of which, while not fully informed of their power to project
physical magnetism, nevertheless, by their habitual use of the will in the direction of impressing others,
powerfully, though unconsciously, direct waves of the nerve-force outward, so that their personal
atmosphere becomes well charged with it, and their influence is felt by those coming in contact with it. In
this class of individuals will be found the active, energetic, masterful men in various walks of life, who

direct others rather than are directed by others, who give orders rather than receive them. These men
generally radiate enough physical magnetism to make itself felt by those with whom they come in contact,
and are generally felt to be "strong men." But even these persons do not manifest the greatest amount of
physical magnetism.
The third class of persons is that composed of individuals who have acquired a greater or less knowledge of
fact that physical magnetism may be projected beyond the limits of the brain or body, and who have
learned, at least in a degree, the art of so projecting it by the use of the will. These individuals range from
those who have acquired merely a glimpse of the truth, up, by degrees, to those who may be spoken of as
Masters of the Art. This last named class of persons are those whose power is readily felt and
acknowledged, and who leave their impression upon those who come in contact with them.
The projection of the physical magnetism, by the will, is, in a way, a very simple procedure, consisting of
two processes, as follows: (1) The belief in, or realization of, one’s powers to so project the force; and (2)
the actual willing or commanding the force to be projected.
At first it may seem somewhat strange to learn that "belief" has anything to do with this matter, but a little
consideration will explain this general law of psychology. It is this way: The will never acts in a direction,
which the mind believes impossible. One never tries to reach the moon, because his mind refuses to believe
that he can do it – but the child, believing that it is possible, will use his will to move his hand in that
direction. The disbelief acts as a brake on the will – do you see the point?
But, you may say, the belief of the child does not enable him to reach the moon. Certainly not, but it caused
his will to operate so as to move the hand. Belief does not necessarily render accomplishment certain – but
it removes the barriers of disbelief, the latter preventing any accomplishment by the will. There are many
things that we would be able to do if we could only believe that we could do – but disbelief acts as a brake
and a barrier to the efforts of the will. Realization of one’s power will often gain half the battle of
accomplishment for him.
In the case before us, the one needs only to believe enough to make the attempt. Then, each time the
attempt is made, and one perceives a result, the task becomes easier for the next time. And, at last, the sense
of full realization of the power of the will dawns upon the person, and after that the rest is easy.
The second process, i.e., the actual willing, or commanding, by the will, is simply what the words actually
say. How can you "will" or "command" the physical magnetism to move into your personal atmosphere,
and energize it? – Will it obey me? - you ask. Certainly it will. And the willing or commanding is simply
effort the same that you employ, instinctively, when you will or command that your hand be raised. What
makes the hand rise? It has no power to raise itself, neither have the muscles any such power in themselves.
It is only when you WILL it to move, that things begin to move. The mere willing sends a current of nerveforce over the nerves, and into the muscles, and the hand rises. Sounds simple, doesn’t it? And yet it is one
of the most wonderful things in the world – only we have grown so accustomed to it that we fail to note the
wonder of it all.
The command of the will to the physical magnetism acts in the same manner as the command of the will to
the hand. Now, right here, is a point to be remembered. You do not merely say to the hand "raise up." Try it
on your own hand – say to it "raise up" without actually willing it to rise, and nothing happens, it is only
when you accompany the command with the mysterious effort of the will, that movement occurs.
I cannot tell you how to move your hand by willing – all that I can say is that you must WILL it to rise, and
you will understand exactly what I mean. Well, then WILL the physical magnetism to flow out into your
personal atmosphere, just as you will the hand to rise, and the thing happens.
But, you may say, you can see the hand move, and know whether your command has been obeyed, while
you cannot see the physical magnetism flow. Certainly, but you can feel the magnetism flow, and thus be
certain of it.

The flow of physical magnetism soon becomes perfectly apparent to a person, and he is as certain of his
radiation as he is that he is radiating heat on a warm day. It is one of those things which cannot well be
explained, but which is readily understood by those who experience it.
Try it yourself, and you will soon become conscious of the flow of nerve-force from you, into the field of
your personal atmosphere or aura, to a distance of several feet on all sides of you. You will become aware
of the effect of your physical magnetism upon others who come in contact with you. You will be able to
perceive the reaction and response to your strong magnetic influence on them. They will, unconsciously, let
you know that they feel the power of your presence, and acknowledge your strength. You will find a
puzzled expression on the part of some of your old acquaintances and associates who will be dimly
conscious that there is something different about you, which they cannot explain satisfactorily to
themselves. Do not, however, make the mistake of informing them, for this will invite unpleasant comment
and criticism, and will also tend to make persons assume a defensive attitude toward you – and even an
offensive one, perhaps – in self protection.
You will also become aware of the healing and strengthening effect of your magnetism upon delicate and
sick persons who come in contact with you. Such persons will feel strengthened by your presence, and will
dislike leaving you. You may experience some difficulty in preventing them from attaching themselves to
you, and seeking to live on your magnetism. But when you learn the art of using the mind-force, or mental
magnetism, you will be able to shake them off when necessary. In the meantime, you may do much good
by giving these persons magnetic treatments, either by consciously directing a stream of magnetism
towards them – by the use of the will – or by the use of the hand. Your magnetism will flow freely out of
your hands, and will invigorate weak persons, tend to remove painful conditions, etc. A little experience
will make you a "magnetic healer" if you should so desire.
In this matter of hand shaking, you will notice strange things. Persons who take your hand will be
impressed by something strange and powerful about you, for your magnetism will flow out toward them
and through their body, sometimes in a most marked manner, but more often in an easy current.
You may project your physical magnetism in a direct current, quite a distance from your body, by the
simple effort of your will, when once you have learned the little points of practice by repeated trials.
I shall not speak at this place of the use of the physical magnetism in connection with the mental currents,
for that topic will be taken up in a later chapter, or chapters rather. But do not wait until that time to
practice – get to work and practice with the physical magnetism, now, so that you will have it well in hand
when you receive the higher instruction regarding the mental currents. Plant your feet firmly on each step
of the ladder – then you will not slip when climbing. Do you see the point?

Leaving for the moment the phase of physical magnetism, or nerve-force, and entering into a consideration
of the other phase, namely, that of mental magnetism or thought-force, let us first take a general glance at
the report of the most advanced science of the day, upon the subject of the phenomena of mental radiation.
It will be well for you to feel fully convinced of the reality of this phenomenon, before you undertake to
manifest the power. This not only to maintain consistency and mental honesty on your own part, but also
that you may rid yourself of any doubt or unbelief in the matter, the result of such doubt or unbelief being
to interpose a barrier or brake upon the will, as we have stated in a preceding chapter.
Listen to the following words from the pen of one of eh world’s great scientists, Professor Ochorowicz,
who has created such a wonderful stir here in Paris by his demonstrations of practical psychology, mental
photography, etc. Professor Ochorowicz says: "Every living being is a dynamic focus."
"A dynamic focus tends ever to propagate the motion that is proper to it. Propagated motion becomes
transformed according to the medium it traverses. Motion tends always to propagate itself."

"Therefore, when we see work of any kind – mechanical, electrical, nerve, or psychic – disappear without
visible effect, then, of two things, one happens, either a transmission or a transformation. Where does the
first end, and where does the second begin?"
"In an identical medium there is only transmission. In a different medium there is transmission. You send
an electric current through a thick wire. You have the current, but you do not perceive any other force. But
cut that thick wire and connect the ends by means of a fine wire; the fine wire will grow hot; there will be a
transformation of a part of the current into heat."
"Take a pretty strong current and interpose a wire still more resistant, or a very thin carbon rod, and the
carbon will emit light."
"A part of the current, then, is transformed into heat and light. This light acts in every direction around
about, first visibly as light, then invisibly as heat and electric current." "Hold a magnet near it. If the
magnet is weak and movable, in the form of a magnetic needle, the beam of light will cause it to deviate; if
it is strong and immovable, it will in turn cause the beam of light to deviate."
"And all this from a distance, without contact, without special conductors."
"A process that is at once chemical, physical and psychical goes on in a brain. A complex action of this
king is propagated through the gray matter, as waves are propagated in water. Regarded on its
physiological side, an idea is only a vibration, a vibration that is propagated, yet which does not pass out of
a medium in which it can exist as such. It is propagates as far as other vibrations allow. It is propagated
more widely if it assumes the character, which subjectively we call emotive. But it cannot go beyond
without being transformed.
Nevertheless, like force in general, it cannot remain in isolation, it escapes in disguise."
"Thought stays at home, as the chemical action of a battery remains in the battery, it is represented by its
dynamic correlate, called in the case of the battery a current, and in the case of the brain - I know not what;
but whatever its name may be, it is the dynamic correlate of thought. I have chosen the term ‘dynamic
correlate.’ There is something more than that; the universe is neither dead nor void."
"A force that is transmitted meets other forces, and if it is transformed only little by little it usually limits
itself to modifying another force at its own cost, though without suffering perceptibly thereby. This is the
case particularly with forces that are persistent, concentrated, well seconded by their medium. It is the case
with the physiological equilibrium, nerve force, psychic force, ideas, emotions, and tendencies. These
modify environing forces, without themselves disappearing. They are imperceptibly transformed, and, if
the next man is of a nature exceptionally well adapted to them, they gain in inductive action."
Various other eminent scientists have testified to the general resemblance of the brain to an electrical or
magnetic battery or cell group. Professor Bain has said: "The structure of the nervous substances, and the
experiments made upon the nerves and nerve centers, establish beyond doubt certain peculiarities as
belonging to the force that is exercised by the brain. This force is of a current nature; that is to say, a power
generated at one part of the structure is conveyed along an intervening substance and discharged at some
other part. The different forms of electricity and magnetism have made us familiar with this kind of action."
Professor Draper tells us that: "I find the cerebrum is absolutely analogous in construction to any other
nervous arc. It is composed of centripetal and centrifugal fibers, having also registering ganglia. If in other
nervous arcs the structure is merely automatic, and can display no phenomena of itself, but requires the
influence of an external agent – the optical apparatus inert save under the influence of light, the auditory
save under the impression of sound – the cerebrum, being precisely analogous in its elementary structure,
pre-supposes the existence of some agent to act through it."
Dr. haddock says, in connection with his consideration of the idea that thought may be communicated
though ether –vibrations: "The ether is accepted by science as a reality, and as a medium for light, heat

electricity, magnetism, etc. The nervous system is certainly comparable to an electric battery with
connecting wires. Communication of thought and feeling without the mediation of sense perception as
commonly understood, is now established.
Inanimate objects exert, now and then, ‘strange influences.’ People certainly carry with them a personal
atmosphere. The representation of the condition of these facts by a psychic field, compared to the magnetic
or electric field, becomes, therefore, if not plausible, at least convenient. As such a ‘field’ exists
surrounding the sun, so may a ‘field’ be assumed as surrounding each human individual. ‘We have already
strong grounds for believing that we live in a medium which conveys to-and-fro movements to us from the
sun, and that these movements are electro-magnetic, and that all the transformation of light and heat, and
indeed the phenomena of life, are due to the electrical energy which comes to us across the vacuum which
exists between us and the sun – a vacuum which is pervaded by the ether, which is a fit medium for the
transmission of electro-magnetic wares.’ By means, then, of a similar theory applied to mind and brain and
body, we may find reasonable explanations of many otherwise insoluble mysteries of life, and, which is of
more importance, deduce certain suggestions for the practical regulation of life in the greatest individual
interest."
Haddock also approvingly quotes the following from Dr. M. P. Hatfield, an authority with whom I,
personally, am not familiar: "The arrangement of the nerve-envelopes is so like that of the best constructed
electrical cables that we cannot help thinking that both were constructed to conduct something very much
alike. I know that there are those who stoutly maintain that nerve-force is not electricity, and it is not, in the
sense that an electrical battery is the same things as a live man; but nevertheless nerve-force is closely
allied to that wonderful thing that for the want of a better and clearer understanding we agree to call
electricity."
Haddock adds: "All states of body and mind involve constant molecular and chemical change. The
suggestion arises that the brain, with its millions of cells and its inconceivable changes in substance, may
be regarded as a transmitting and receiving battery. The brain being a kind of battery, and the nerves
conductors of released stored-energy to different parts of the body, by a kind of action similar to the actions
of electricity and magnetism, it is suggested that, either by means of the ether, or of some still finer form of
matter, discharges of brain energy may be conducted beyond the limits of the body. If the nerve-track
corresponds to wires, this refined medium may correspond to the ether-field supposed to be employed in
wireless telegraphy. As electrical movements are conducted without wires, or other visible media, so may
brain-discharges be conveyed beyond the mechanism of the battery, without the intervention of nerves –
except, as they may constitute a part of the battery. Generally speaking, such discharges would originate in
two ways: by direct mental action, or by mental or physical states – perhaps by a combination."
In the above quotations, there will be found constant reference to vibrations in the universal ether. That
there is a place, and plenty of room, in the scale of etheric vibrations for the vibrations of mental-force,
may be seen by a reference to the following quotations from eminent authorities:
Professor Gray has said: "There is much food for speculation in the thought that there exists sound waves
that no human ear can hear, and color waves of light that no eye can see. The long, dark, soundless space
between 40,000 and 400,000,000,000,000 vibrations per second, and the infinity of range beyond
700,000,000,000,000 vibrations per second, where light ceases, in the universe of motion, makes it possible
to indulge in speculation."
Professor Williams has said: "There is no gradation between the most rapid undulations or trembling that
produce our sensation of sound, and the slowest of those which give rise to our sensations of gentlest
warmth. There is a huge gap between them, wide enough to include another world of motion, all lying
between our world of sound and our word of heat and light. And there is no good reason whatever for
supposing that matter is incapable of such intermediate activity, or that such activity may not give rise to
intermediate sensations, provided there are organs fro taking up and sensifying these movements."
A recent writer in the "London Post" says, "The knowledge we gain by experiment brings home to us what
a miserably imperfect piece of mechanism our bodies are. The ear can detect the slow-footed sound

vibrations that come to us at the rate of between 40 and 40,000 a second. But the whole of space may be
quivering and palpitating with waves at all sorts of varying speeds, and our senses will tell us nothing of
them until we get them coming to us at the inconceivable speed of 400,000,000,000,00 a second, when
again we respond to them and appreciate them in the form of light."
Another writer, an American psychologist, carries on the tale from this point, as follows: "The first
indications of warmth comes when the vibrations reach the rate of 35,000,000,000,000 per second. When
the vibrations reach 450,000,000,000,000 the lowest visible light ray manifests. Then comes the orange
rays, the golden yellow, the pure yellow, the greenish yellow, the pure green, the greenish blue, the ocean
blue, the cyanic blue, the indigo, and finally the violet, the highest degree of light which the human eye can
register, and which occurs when the vibrations reach the rate of 750,000,000,00,00 per second. Then come
the ultra-violet rays, invisible to human sight, but registered by chemical media. In this ultra-violet region
lie the ‘X Rays’ and the other recently discovered high-degree rays; also the actinic rays which, while
invisible to the eye, register on the photographic plate, sunburn one’s face, blister one’s nose, and even
cause violent explosions in chemical substances exposed to them, as well as acting on the green leaves of
plants, causing the chemical change of transforming carbonic acid and water into sugar and starches. These
forms of ‘dark light,’ that is, light too fine to be perceived by the human eye, are but faint indications of the
existence of still higher and finer vibrations – the ‘finer forces of nature.’"
Oh, yes! There is plenty of space and room in Nature’s scale of forces, for the vibrations of mental energy,
nerve-force, and personal magnetism, which combines the two. I trust that the foregoing statements of
scientific fact have cleared your mind of any lurking doubts on the subject.

In a preceding chapter, I have stated that the mental phase of personal magnetism consists of two
coordinated manifestations of mental power, the first of which was "the holding of certain mental states
until the mental atmosphere becomes charged with the vibrations of the particular mental states." Let us
now consider what are these "certain mental states" which are to be held.
In the first place, these "mental states" are not so much any set of particular thoughts, but rather are stated
mental attitudes in relation to oneself and the outer world of men. A man’s mental attitude, if firmly
defined and as firmly held, impresses itself upon everything around the man. His looks grow to conform;
his voice; his walk; his general appearance; all grow to reflect his inner states of mind. Moreover, his
mental atmosphere becomes so charged with certain vibrations that those who come in contact with the
man actually feel his mental attitude, and adjust themselves to it.
Who of us cannot recall the "so meek and humble," Uriah Heep mental attitude manifested by some
persons of our acquaintance? Who does not remember having actually felt the sneaky, foxy mental attitude
of certain other persons? And who can forget the bold, masterful, mental attitude of certain successful men
in our field of business acquaintance? Each of these classes is possessed of a mental atmosphere, which
reveals itself at once to us, when we meet them.
I need scarcely urge upon you the importance of producing in yourself the most desirable kind of personal
atmosphere. And, as I have said, the mental atmosphere is the direct result of the mental attitude of the
person, and reflects the same inevitably. Of course, the mental attitude of a person is composed of a variety
of beliefs, opinions, views, ideals, etc., and must of necessity be of a somewhat mixed character. In the case
of the majority of persons, the personal atmosphere lacks force and character because of a lack of any
particular mental color. But, in the case of the strong individuals of the race, it will be found that there is
always a strong fixed mental attitude – a strong desire which colors all the thought; a powerful ambition
which gives tone to all the rest; or a firm resolve which fires the entire mental character. This strong
vibration is carried out into the personal atmosphere, and its influence is felt, and men react thereto.
In a general way, mental attitudes may be divided into two classes, viz.: (1) positive and (2) negative.

It is difficult, at first, to give the keynote of each of these two classes of mental attitude, but I call your
attention to the words of an American writer, in this connection who well says: "That which tends to render
one strong, is positive; that which tends to render him weak, is negative." I do not think that I can improve
on this definition, and I advise you to adopt it, and to measure your mental attitudes by that standard.
By all means cultivate and develop the positives, and restrict the negatives, in your mental make-up so that,
in the end, your mental attitude may be "positive" instead of "negative" – strong instead of weak.
An interesting thing about the cultivation of a mental attitude, is that not only does the improved mental
attitude tend to impress itself upon others with whom you come in contact, but that it also tends to impress
itself upon your own mentality, so that you gradually become more and more fixed in the mental attitude.
Mental attitude resembles yeast, in the sense that if you insert a single bit of the ferment in your mind, it
will begin to work, and grow other cells, until it finally fills your entire mind. It tends to reproduce itself.
This is true of both desirable and undesirable mental ideas, but – and remember this well – here is a most
hopeful and encouraging fact: a positive idea will tend to kill a negative one, so you see Nature is fighting
on your side. The best way to kill and destroy negative mental ideas and attitudes is to plant a good crop of
positive in their places, and then encourage the fight – the negatives will go under surely. It is like pouring
fresh water into a basin of dirty water – in time the water will become clear; or, again, like flooding a room
with sunshine – the darkness will be destroyed.
Let us take a little glance at the principal positives and negatives in the list of mental attitudes:
Positives: courage, masterfulness, activity, initiative, dynamic thought, self-esteem, assertiveness,
continuity.
Negatives: fear, slavishness, sluggishness, waiting-for-orders, static thought, self-distrust, retreativeness,
fickleness.
This list might be extended much further, but I think that you will have caught the idea by this time. Run
over the list of the strong positive qualities of the strong men of your acquaintance and endeavor to
reproduce them in you. Run over the list of weak, negative qualities of the weak persons you know – and
endeavor to "cut them out" of your mental attitudes.
In this work of building-up of mental attitude, remember this: "This mind grows to resemble that upon
which it feeds," and therefore, you should "feed" your mind with the very kind of ideas, which you would
like to have your mental attitude reflect. For instance, if you desire a mental attitude of Courage,
Determination, Masterfulness, Success, etc., you should read stories in which these points of character are
brought out; you should frequent the company of this kind of persons; you should constantly hold in your
mind the IDEAL of the things you wish to develop in your mental attitude, and you will find that you will
naturally find in the outer world the material things corresponding to them. And, remember this, avoid the
opposite and negative books, persons and thoughts, as you would poisonous snakes.
It is astonishing how quickly the mind will respond to the steadfast holding of the POSITIVE IDEAL, and
the stimulating environment of POSITIVE things. In a short time, there will be set up an instinctive habit of
mind, which will select the positive things from its environment and will also reject the negative things.
Train your mind to select the right kind of food for itself, and it will soon acquire the habit and perform the
work instinctively without any special supervision on your part. Moreover, there will be developed in your
mind that which that gifted American writer, Prentice Mulford, once called "The Attractive Power of
Thought," by means of which you will draw to yourself the things, persons, books, etc., which will supply
you with the particular kind of mental food best fitted to the IDEAL you are carrying in your mind. I shall
not discuss this last wonderful phenomenon, but ask you to remember and apply the fact, nevertheless, for
it is one of the great forces of nature.
Finally, I advise you to sit down and make a careful, full, and honest chart of your mental characteristics,
positive and negative. Then, place a plus sign before the positives, and minus sign before the negative.

Then every day run over your plus list, and fix in your mind the idea that these positives MUST be
developed; and the negatives MUST be restarted. The development of the positives will come about by the
holding in mind of the ideal of them – thus they will develop and increase, like a self-multiplying cell. The
negatives may be restricted by developing their opposites – for; this is the application of the law that
positives kill out negatives. Upon these two great fundamental laws of practical psychology, one may build
a character at will. I will repeat them once more, so that you will fix them in your mind.
I. Feed your positive qualities by ideas of the same kind, in thoughts, books, persons, environment, etc.
II. Restrict or kill-out your negatives, by developing their positive opposites. And, now, for a wonderful
plan of developing a positive mental attitude.
This plan has been successfully practiced my many of my students, some of whom stand high in the list of
the world’s great men.
It is this:
Build up for your own use, an IDEAL PATTERN of that which you wish to be. Map out exactly the
characteristics, which you wish to be yours. Then picture, in your mind’s eye, an individual possessed of
just these qualities – a complete model, or pattern, of that which you wish to be. Then hold that pattern or
model, constantly in your imagination. See it ever; think always about it; view it from the inside and the
outside; get fully acquainted with it. And, gradually you will begin to grow like your ideal. The IDEAL will
begin to materialize in your own character, and your mental attitude will be that of your model.
Do not pass by this rule, because of its simplicity. It has worked miracles for others – why not for you? If
you will persist with this plan, your mental attitude will become positive and fixed, and your personal
atmosphere will be charged with the strong, positive vibrations, which will proclaim you as a master.
Let this idea be yours, in studying the following chapters, and remember that in this way you can get the
best results from the special instruction, which is to follow this chapter.

Following the consideration of the first manifestation of the mental phase of personal magnetism in the
preceding chapter, we naturally reach the second manifestation of the same, namely: "The conscious
projection of the mental current from the brain centers, by the action of the will of the individual."
This "conscious projection," in turn, may be said to consist of two forms of manifestation, viz.: (1) the
projection into the personal atmosphere; and (2) the projection of a direct current, under special
circumstances, into the mind of another person, for the purpose of direct influence upon him or her. Let us
consider these two forms, in turn, beginning with the first named.
As to the nature of the process whereby one may project his mental currents into his personal atmosphere, I
would say that the method is almost precisely identical with that whereby one projects his physical
magnetism, or nerve-force, into his personal atmosphere, as fully set forth in Chapter IX.
As in the case of physical magnetism, is found that the average person colors his personal atmosphere by
the character of his mental states, or rather by the predominant color of his mental attitude, without any
special effort on his part. The degrees of color – not its particular kind, remember, but its degree of force –
depends upon the degree of mental activity of the person. The person of inactive thought, ideas or feeling,
will have an almost colorless personal atmosphere, while the person of the active mind will display a
marked degree of thought-color therein.
We find here, also, the second class of persons, who, while not fully understanding the nature of the power,
or the processes of projection, nevertheless manifest a high degree of thought color and power in their
personal atmosphere. This strong color and power results from the fact that such persons are usually

individuals of a high degree of feeling or idealism – that is to say, they experience strong feelings, on the
one hand; or else have strong mental ideas of anything in which they are interested – or perhaps both strong
feeling and strong idealism.
The strongest color and power manifested by persons of this class, is found in persons who take a strong
interest in things. This strong interest really combines the two elements of feeling and attention,
respectively. Feeling is a strong mental element; and attention, you will remember, is a direct application of
the will. So, it follows, that such persons must strongly project their mental states into their personal
atmosphere, although unconscious of the same, and without a deliberate employment of the will for this
purpose.
But, here, as in the case of the physical magnetism, the strongest and most powerful effect is produced by
the individuals who understands the process, and who consciously and deliberately project their thought
into their personal atmosphere, where it joins and is vitalized by their physical magnetism, so that its full
effect is manifested upon those who may come within its field of influence.
The process of using the will in the direction of projecting thought-color and power into the personal
atmosphere is practically identical with the use of the will in the case of physical magnetism, or nerveforce, as described in Chapter IX. In other words, it consists of two phases, viz.: (1) belief in one’s power to
so project; and (2) the actual projection by the will. I have informed you fully regarding the part played by
"belief" in this process of projection, and shall say nothing more on this subject here. The use of the will in
the matter of projection, here also, consists of the actual willing or commanding of the thing itself.
The mental currents are very obedient to the will, and in fact, depend almost entirely upon the will for
power to move and act. And, do not forget this, for it is important, the will is moved largely by desire. If
you will strongly desire that your personal atmosphere be colored by your thought currents, and will at the
same time picture the thought currents flowing out and filling your personal atmosphere, you will have
little left to do in the direction of the conscious use of the will. This because, in the first place, the will
naturally operates along the lines of stung desire; and second, because the forming of the mental picture
will result in the use of the attention, and the attention, as I have said, is a positive and direct action of the
will in the direction of focusing its power. So, you see, by following this plan, you are really setting into
operation the power of the will itself, although not by direct command. You may also use the direct
command to the will to project the thought currents, just as you use the same to lift your arm or close your
eyes.
There is one other important point, though, which you must make note of and actively employ in your work
of building up and maintaining a strong positive personal atmosphere. I allude to the process of
intermingling and combining the two elements of personal magnetism, i.e., (1) the physical magnetism, and
(2) the mental magnetism. While there is a natural combination and intermingling of these two, without any
special effort on your part, nevertheless, an enormously greater effect will be obtained by a distinct mental
process on your part, in which process is combined the several uses of the will above referred to. This
special process consists of three distinct mental operations, as follows:
(1) You must earnestly desire the combination of the two elements of personal magnetism, the physical and
the mental forces. You must create the strongest kind of desire for this combination. This desire must be
stronger than a mere "want" – it must be fanned up to the stage of an actual "longing" or "craving" for the
combination in question. (2) You must use the imagination, actively, in the direction of forming a mental
picture of the mingling of the two forms of magnetism, just as you would picture the combination of two
clouds, or two currents of water in a lake, flowing in from two different sources. The stronger and more
vivid you can make this picture, the stronger and more effective will be the result. I have explained that
these mental pictures require the use of the attention, and that the attention is due to a direct and
concentrated use of the will. Therefore, the will is actively and powerfully employed in this process and the
result is correspondingly effective. (3) The direct command of the will itself, in the direction of "willing"
the currents to coalesce and combine. These three phases of the use of the will, combined, will prove very
effective in the direction names. A little practice will enable you to perform all three of them, at one time,
almost automatically.

You will see, by a little thought, that the process just described, is practically that used when you perform
any conscious, voluntary motion of the body. Let us see: You wish to raise your hand. What processes are
involved? Three, as follows (1) Desire – you wish to raise your hand; (2) mental picture – for almost
unconsciously you form the image of the raised hand; and (3) the direct command of the will, which is the
final mental effort.
The combination of the two forms of personal magnetism, the physical and the mental, works along two
lines of action namely, (1) the mental magnetism gives color and character to the physical magnetism; and
(2) the physical magnetism gives vitality and acting force to the mental magnetism. It might be said,
almost, that the physical magnetism gives the body and moving force to the combination, while the mental
magnetism gives the "soul" to it. Each re-doubles the efficiency of the other, by the power of combination.
The occultists inform us that the personal atmosphere is composed of certain colors, depending upon the
particular quality of mental states that happen to be predominant in the combination – each mental state
being said to have its own color. I shall not take up this phase of the subject, but merely mention it because
of its general interest in this connection.
The occultists also inform us that, when the combination of the two elements of magnetism combine, the
mental magnetism takes on a deeper and more pronounced color and hue, and appears also to solidify and
become denser; and that the physical magnetism seems to be rendered doubly active, its increased energy
being evidenced by tiny sparks and dancing glittering atoms. It seems to be like the combination of two
different chemicals, each tending to increase the potency and activity of the other, and the two combining
in the production of particularly potent and active new thing.
From the same sources, we learn that the aura or personal atmosphere of the person who uses the will in the
direction of forming the potent combination of the two forms of magnetism, seems to be almost alive, so
filled with energy is it. It is said that when it comes in contact with other persons – particularly when the
owner is using his mind to impress and influence the others – the aura will reach out and actually enfold the
other persons within its field of energy, seemingly trying to embrace the person and hold him subject to the
vibration of its owner’s mind.
When you learn to produce this combination effectively, you will begin to notice that you will almost
unconsciously affect and influence other persons with whom you come in contact. You will notice that they
will begin to take on your moods and general feelings, and that they will fall "in tune" with your mental
vibrations, generally. If you are enthusiastic about anything, they will begin to manifest enthusiasm. And so
on, each of your mental states registering an effect upon the other persons. Moral: Hold only those mental
states, which you wish other to "take on."
And, keep your inner opinions and designs well to the back of your mind, by an effort of the will, and show
only what you wish to be sensed by others, for remember your thought currents will have become
wonderfully dynamic and powerful.

The magnetic energy of the person, formed by a combination of his physical and mental force, like all other
forms of magnetic or electric force, tends to run in currents, and to be transmitted in waves. The personal
atmosphere of the person is, in fact, composed of many waves of magnetic energy, circling around the
confines of his aura, a constant wave-like motion being maintained, and a rapid rate of vibration always
being manifested.
It is these waves of magnetic energy which, when coming in contact with the mind of other persons, set up
a corresponding rate of vibration there, and thus produce a mental state in them corresponding to that of the
person sending forth the magnetism. As I have already stated several times, the physical magnetism gives
the "body" and energizing quality to this personal magnetism, while the mental magnetism supplies the
quality of color or character to it.

At this point I wish to digress for a few moments in order to make clear to your mind the important fact that
in charging the mental atmosphere with the combined mental and physical magnetism, it is not necessary to
make two distinct and separated efforts of the will. In describing and explaining to you the process of
sending for the currents of physical magnetism, and mental magnetism, respectively, I have been compelled
to take up each phase separately, and describe the action of the will in the process of projecting each of
these phases of personal magnetism. And, if I were to say no more on this point, the student might be left
with the impression that in order to fully charge his personal atmosphere with the combined waves of
physical and mental magnetism, he would have to first charge it with one kind of magnetism, and then with
the other. This is not correct, for a combined effort of the will is all that is required, as you shall now see.
It is possible to combine the mental picture of the two forms of personal magnetism, the physical and the
mental, into one image or idea in the mind. It is also possible to combine the two into the desire or
inclination to project the energy. And, it is equally possible to combine the projection of the two into one
effort of the will. It is a simple thing – as simple as that of twisting two silk threads; threading them into the
eye of a coarse needle; and then taking stitches with the needle. Think of the physical and mental
magnetism as two twisted threads inserted into the eye of your needle of will, and then think of your
passing these threads together into the fabric, by simply pushing the needle through. This illustration will
enable you to form a clearer mental picture of the process.
You will find that after a little practice you will instinctively combine the two threads in the eye of the
needle of your will. At first you may find it easier to first think of the physical magnetism, and then of the
mental – so to speak, threading first the one thread and then the other. But after very little practice you will
find it easier to take up the two threads at once, giving them a little twist together, and then passing both of
them through the eye of the will-needle at the same time. Remember, then, learn to "twist together" the
threads of the two kinds of magnetism, so that the will may push them both through at the same time.
You should keep the personal atmosphere well charged at all times, by projecting magnetism into it several
times a day. No special times or number of times is absolutely necessary – you must use your own
judgment and feeling in this matter. You will soon learn to feel when your magnetic aura is weak, and
when it is strong. These things come to one by practice and actual experience, and cannot very well be
taught except through actual experience. You will soon learn what it is to "feel" the condition of your
magnetism, just as you now feel heat or humidity, or the reverse thereof.
If you are about to come into contact with others whom you wish to influence; or, on the other hand, if you
are about to come in contact with others who may want to influence you; you should charge yourself well
with magnetism – that is to say, you should generate and project into your personal atmosphere a large
amount of magnetism, which will thus render your aura strong and positive, instead of weak and negative.
The principal thing in battle is to be fully prepared for any emergency, and this rule is applicable to the case
of the uses of personal magnetism in your dealing with other persons.
Remember, then, to combine the idea and image of the combined magnetism when projecting or charging
with personal magnetism – the two twisted threads in the needle, remember.
Now, to return to the subject of magnetic currents:
The currents of magnetism not only constantly flow around within the limits of the aura, but also often push
forward toward other persons who attract the attention of the person. In such cases, the aura seems to
stretch out toward the other persons, and even to envelop them in its folds. Remember, I am now speaking
of the involuntary action of the aura or magnetic currents, not of the conscious and deliberate projection of
the currents from the mind to the other mind. There is an almost automatic action of the aura or magnetic
currents in the way just stated, when another person arouses the interest or attention of the person.
Of course, if you insist upon the strictest scientific interpretation of this apparently automatic movement of
the currents, I must admit that even in such cases the will of the person is the direct cause of the projection.
For, it must be remembered, that in the mental acts of interest and attention there is a non-deliberate action
of the will – an automatic action, so to speak. The will is called into operation the moment the attention is

attracted – in fact; the attention is a positive act of the will. And, consequently, the will sets into motion the
magnetic currents in the direction of the object of attention.
So, you will see, when you are conversing with another person, or addressing a number of persons, you are
really sending in their direction a series of currents of personal magnetism, the vibrations of which must
affect them unless their own vibrations are of a more positive nature. In fact, very many men of the greatest
personal force, whose personal magnetism may actually be felt, employ the force in this manner, and make
but little use of the "direct flash" methods of immediate concentrated magnetic force, which you will be
asked to consider in the succeeding chapters. Their general store of personal magnetism is so great – their
personal atmosphere so charged – that mere contact with it produces the result.
But while the above general method of magnetic influence is very effective, provided the individual has
learned to sufficiently charge himself, it still remains that the method is that of the shotgun, as compared to
that of the rifle, and uses up much power while a smaller amount would suffice. Everything points to the
value of a concentrated force, rather than that of the scattered energy. At the last, however, the best method
is that which employees both the shotgun and rifle methods – the rifle bullet going right to the mark,
surrounded by a cloud of flying shots which completes the work, and renders success certain. So, therefore,
when you become interested in the "direct flash" methods in the succeeding chapters, do not lose sight of
the important part in personal influence played by the general effect of the magnetism of the aura.
Before I leave this subject, I wish to explain a certain bit of phenomena, which has puzzled many students
of personal magnetism. I allude to the apparently unconscious use of magnetic power, which we so often
witness. For instance, you may be thinking intently of some other person, without any conscious intention
of influencing them in any manner, and yet, when you meet the person afterward, or hear from him, you
will find that your magnetic currents have influenced him, often very markedly so. This is puzzling, when
you remember that you made no effort to influence the person by the "direct flash" method, and when you
remember that the person was far removed from your personal atmosphere or aura. What is the answer you
ask?
The explanation is this: By your concentrated attention and interest, you have actively (though
unconsciously set the will into motion, and the result is that there has been projected toward the other
person a current of your magnetism - a great stretching out of your personal atmosphere in his direction –
and he has been affected by it just as if he had been in your presence. Of course, the other person will not
be greatly affected by your currents, unless these happen to be charged with great physical magnetism, and
strongly colored by your mental status. But, nevertheless, there will always be some influence exerted,
unless, indeed, the other person is more positive, magnetically, that are you, in which case he will not be
affected in the least.
So you see, we not only are constantly surrounded by an aura or atmosphere of our magnetic currents, but
are also more or less unconsciously sending forth currents of our magnetism into the aura of others, which
exert more or less influence upon them. In the same way, the currents of others are constantly reaching our
aura, and exerting more or less influence upon us, unless we happen to be more positive than they, in the
matter of our vibrations – or (note this), unless we deliberately use an effort of the will in the direction
"shutting the door" on these outside vibrations.

We now approach a phase of the general subject of personal magnetism, which is highly important, as well
as most interesting to the student, because of its striking and startling features. This phase consists of the
deliberate, conscious projection of personal magnetism into the aura of another person, or persons; or into
the atmosphere of a crowd of persons. This method has been called the "direct flash," because it resembles
the flash of the electric spark, rather than the diffused discharge of a steady current of electricity.
The "direct flash" is the method employed in projecting a positive influence in the direction of others – a
mental command backed up by the combined physical and mental magnetism. The method is: (1) The
forming in the mind of a direct command accompanied by a mental picture of the desired action on the part

of the other person; (2) the mental gathering of the two combined forms of magnetism into one force; and
(3) the deliberate discharge of the "flash" by the will.
You have been fully instructed regarding the first two phases of this "direct flash" method; and you have
been given general information which will enable you to comprehend the third phase, i.e., that of the
"deliberate discharge of the ‘flash’ by the will." That is to say, you understand the forming of the mental
picture, and the projection of magnetism, in connection with the gathering up of the two forms of
magnetism; and you likewise are acquainted with the power and action of the will in the work of projecting
magnetism. All you need to compete the instruction regarding the method of using the "direct flash" is a
little further instruction regarding the use of the will in projecting this "deliberate discharge." And this
further instruction I shall now give you.
The key to the "direct flash" consists in the deliberate action of the will in projecting or "flashing" into the
mind of the other person a certain direct statement or command, backed up by all the magnetic forces
within you. This comes easily and rapidly as the result of a little practice. And, moreover, you may practice
in private, standing before your mirror, until you acquire the mental mechanical ease, which is necessary.
Let us now begin with some concrete examples, rather than continuing the general consideration. In other
words, let us now "get down to brass tacks," in the matter.
Preliminary Exercise. Stand before your mirror; gaze positively and firmly at your own image therein, just
as you would gaze toward another person. In fact, you must try to imagine that you are really gazing at
another person. Then, send that imaginary person – pictured by your reflected image – the message: "I am
stronger than you!"
Now, try to get my exact meaning, as I proceed. You must not rest content with merely thinking or saying
the words of the magnetic command above given – you must cultivate and develop an actual willing the
command, just as you would will the raising of your hand, or the clenching of your fist. You will find it
necessary to cultivate this power of so willing, for your belief will not at first coordinate with the will. You
could not very well will your hand to be lifted, or fist clenched, unless you actually believed that the thing
itself were possible. In the same way the little child has to first learn the possibility of his using his will,
deliberately, in performing physical actions. He first sees others performing certain actions, and the idea
gradually dawns upon him that he, too, may do them. Then he begins to use his will, awkwardly at first, in
directing the muscles as required. In the same way will you have to develop your ability to use your will
deliberately in the direction of this form of personal magnetism? But by a little steady, earnest practice
before the mirror, you will soon master the mechanism of the thing – the rest will be all a matter of practice
upon persons.
In sending the message, "I am stronger than you," you must accompany the effort of the will (by which you
send forth the thought-command) with a strong mental conviction that your are stronger (magnetically)
than him, and also with the belief that he will be impressed by this fact and will accept your statement. You
must get yourself into the mental attitude of demanding that he accept your statement, not that you merely
request him to do so. In this form of magnetic influence there is no such thing as "requesting" – it is all a
matter of "insistent command" – do not forget this. When you merely request, you usually take second
magnetic position, giving to the other person the first place. But when you command, you take the first
place, yourself, and push him into the second. In practicing before your mirror, remember this, and
endeavor to raise yourself into the first position. You will know when you have done this, by the peculiar
feeling of superior magnetic strength that you will experience.
After having mastered the above exercise to your own satisfaction – that is, until you have thoroughly
acquired the feeling of mastery, and magnetic superiority, when you send forth the flash of command – you
may proceed to the following, which is based upon the first, and results from it. I mean, that you are now in
a position to practice this second stage of the exercise before the mirror. You will feel like beginning to try
your power upon other persons, but you would do better to wait until you have thoroughly mastered the
mechanism of magnetism before the mirror.

This second stage of the preliminary mirror exercise is summed up in the word of mental magnetic
command, which you address to the imaginary person represented by your reflected image, viz.: "I can
command you to act." This, as you will see by a careful consideration of the words, is really a tremendously
powerful statement, and it will require a great exercise of our power of belief, and mental imagery, to get
yourself into the proper mental state, so that the will may travel easily on its path to enforce the command.
Remember, that in order for the will to be able to move smoothly over its channel, so that it may reach the
mark, it is necessary that you clear away any obstacles that may remain in your own mind. It is enough for
the will to have to fight and break down the obstacles in the mind of the other person, without also being
called on to combat and overcome the obstacles in our own mind. So, you must get yourself in the proper
mental state, before you can hope to influence others.
When you send forth the mental command to the reflected image, you must concentrate a tremendous
power of meaning in the statement, "I can command you to act." The statement must be accompanied by
the full force of your own conviction and belief that you can so command, and that you will be obeyed.
And, in order to do this, you will have to arouse in yourself the full consciousness of your own magnetic
force, so that you can fairly feel it vibrating in and around you. You will have to re-read these instructions
several times before they will become perfectly clear to you. In fact, you will have to begin practicing, and
then re-reading them between exercises, before you will get the full meaning. The meaning will gradually
unfold into your understanding, as you proceed with your practicing. It is just as if I were giving you
directions as to mastering the art of skating – you would not really grasp the full meaning of the
instructions until you began actually practicing on the ice – and each time you would refer to the book, you
would perceive a new meaning to the words. So it is in the case before us – you will understand the
instructions fully only when you begin the actual practice.
Now, after you have gotten to the point in the mirror-practice where you are able to actually feel that you
have sent forth to the reflected image the command that you are stronger, thereby forcing the other person
into the second magnetic place – and also that you can command the other person to act as you will,
thereby placing him in the subordinate capacity of action – you may proceed to try upon the reflected
image some special commands in the same spirit. Now do not fall into the error of supposing that all this
mirror-practice is merely "child’s play." If you do, you will be making a great mistake, for it is anything but
play or idle pastime. It is the learning of the mechanism of the "direct flash," before you start in to run the
machine in earnest. It is like the period of preliminary practice in anything, which precedes the actual
performance. It is the rehearsal, which must precede the play. Do not fail to faithfully perform the rehearsal
exercises, before you begin to manifest your magnetism in earnest. You must fully acquaint yourself with
your magnetic machine before you begin to run it in earnest.
The preceding practice exercises may be followed by a similar practice of sending forth "flashes" of
anything that you may wish to actually send to other persons later on. You may supply these commands for
yourself, or you may practice on the following excellent commands, all of which are likely to be used by
you in your actual manifestation of personal magnetism.
These commands may be varied, of course, to suit your tastes. They must all be delivered before the mirror,
in exactly the same manner as I have already stated:
"Look at me!"
"Give me your full attention!"
"Come this way!"
"Go away from me – let me alone!"
"You like me." "You love me"
"You feel like doing as I wish you to do!"

"You want to please me!"
" You will agree to my proposition!"
"Get out of my way!"
"You are attracted toward me!"
"I fascinate you!"
"I am your MASTER!"
"Come! Be quick, and do as I tell you!"
"You are receptive to my wishes!"
"You are responsive to my will!"

And, now, having mastered the preliminary mirror-exercises, you re ready to begin your experiments on
real persons. But, here, too, you must crawl before you can walk and run. You must begin with the simpler
forms of magnetic influence, before you can accomplish the more complicated or difficult tasks. But, you
have now emerged from the kindergarten stage, and are ready to practice in earnest. If you have faithfully
followed the instructions in the mirror-practice, you have mastered the mechanism of magnetic influence,
and are ready to "run the machine" in pubic view. But do not for a moment lose what you have gained in
the mirror-exercise. Hold tight and fast to the "technique" you have acquired, and do not for a moment fall
into the error that you must now begin all over again. The thing for you to remember, always, is that you
are really but carrying the mirror-exercises forward on a higher scale, in a broader field. And you will find
some interesting work ahead of you. Take my word for it.
First Exercise. I shall now give you an exercise that is almost always given to beginners, by the best
teachers of magnetism. It consists of the process of causing a person ahead of you, on the street, to turn
around as if he had heard some one call out to him by name. The process is very simple. You have but to
walk some little distance behind the other person, on the street, park or other public place. Concentrate your
fixed attention on the person, gazing at the lower back part of his head. And sending him first a strong flash
of magnetic force, this being followed by the "direct flash" command; "Here you! Turn around," just as if
you were actually calling out aloud to him. You may even whisper the words so softly that no one else can
hear them – this may help you to put force into the command at first, but you will soon outgrow the need of
the same. At the time you send the flash command you must actually WILL that the person will around in
your direction. Put all the magnetic force within you, in this effort.
You will find that in some cases the other person will turn his head almost at once, and look inquiringly
behind him in your direction. In the majority of cases, however, he will take a longer time about it. He will
be apt to first grow uneasy and restless, and begin by glancing from side to side, as if looking for some one;
then he will almost (but not quite) turn his head around; then, finally he will glance backward somewhat
furtively and suspiciously. No two persons act precisely alike in this respect; and, then, again, the same
person will act differently under different conditions. There are certain times at which the conditions seem
to be more favorable than at others, for various reasons, as you will discover for yourself.
You will find, in this as well as the following other exercises that the best results will be obtained while the
other person is proceeding idly along, without his attention being directed particularly in any direction.
When the attention is free, the mind is more open to outside influences. When the other person’s attention
is firmly fixed on anything else, it will be found difficult to influence him to any marked degree. This is the
result of an established rule of psychology, and will be found to be operative in all cases, as for instance, if

you call a person when he is preoccupied either with deep thought, or else when his surroundings-he will
probably not hear you call him, though under other conditions he would turn readily. The same rule is, of
course, operative in the case of magnetic influence.
Second Exercise. When in church, theatre or other public place, or even in a room full of company, fix your
gaze at the lower back of the head of some person in the place, and send him the "direct flash" command:
"Here, you! Turn around and look at me!" Using all the magnetic force within you, and putting the force of
your will back of the command.
You will notice the same peculiar result as in the preceding exercise, i.e., the fidgeting in the seat, the
uneasiness and restlessness, the final quick turn of the head in your direction, followed by the confused
expression of countenance. In both of these cases, you should maintain a calm, uninterested gaze ahead,
apparently not noticing the person. It is not well to have persons get the idea that you are experimenting
upon them, at any time. There is no power so potent as the silent, reserved power. So keep your own
counsel, and do not scatter and weaken your force by talking about it to others - far less by boasting about
it. There are certain good psychological and occult reasons for my admonition regarding keeping your own
counsel, and not dissipating your energy by talking about it, or revealing it to others. I shall not say more on
the subject at this time – but I want you to remember what I have said, and to heed it.
Third Exercise. This is a variation of the first exercise, and consists of making the person ahead of you turn
to the right or to the left while walking ahead of you. This may follow your exercise of making him turn
around. When he approaches another person, send him a flash to move to the right, or to the left, as you
will. You may also command a person in like manner when he is approaching you. You will be surprised at
your success in this direction, after a little practice. In the case of a very sensitive subject, you can cause
him, or her, to zigzag in a comical manner. Do not overdo this, however, or you may defeat your own
object, besides being unkind to the sensitive person.
Fourth Exercise. This is a variation of the second exercise, and consists in making the seated person, in
front of you, turn and glance to the right, and then to the left, as you will. During the exercise, which may
extend over some time, you may obtain some very marked results from the experiment, in some cases. As
before, I caution you against going too far with the experiment, lest you be noticed by others, and also,
because it is not fair to the subject.
Fifth Exercise. In this experiment, you command the other person to drop his cane, or umbrella, etc., or her
fan, handkerchief, etc. In short, you cause the other person to perform some little muscular action under the
control of your will.
Sixth Exercise. The above exercise may be varied by sending passing persons various commands while you
are seated at your window, or on your porch, etc. You may put in an interesting hour in sending flashes to
the passing crowd, one at a time, of course, and then noting the percentage of successes. You will find that
the percentage will vary; but the general degree of success should slowly but steadily increase, on the
average. Do not make the tests too complicated, but send the flash to perform some very simple motion.
You will be surprised to discover what a large percent of the persons will glance in your direction, even
though you have not particularly commanded them to do so. This latter result occurs because of eth general
attraction that they will feel toward you, by reason of the influence of your magnetic wave.
Seventh Exercise. While I have advised you to look directly at the other persons, in sending the flash, this
is not absolutely necessary after you have fully acquired the "mechanism" of the flash. In fact, after a short
time, you will be able to obtain the result even though your eyes are turned in another direction. It is not
your eye that influences them, but merely that by gazing intently you manage to firmly concentrate your
attention and will in their direction. You may try the experiment of gazing straight ahead of you in a public
place, or on the street, and then flashing the command to the other person to look at you, and you will find
that you will meet with quite a large percentage of success, particularly after you have succeeded with the
gazing plan of procedure.

Eighth Exercise. After having mastered the above exercise, you may proceed to a still higher form of
magnetic influence, namely, that of influencing the speech of another person. You proceed in this case in
the same general manner as in the exercises just given. When a person is speaking to you, you may "put
words into his mouth" by a strong mental command, or magnetic flash. Do not try to make him say a whole
sentence – at least at first. Rather begin by waiting until he pauses in his speech, and then strongly will a
certain word to him – a word that will naturally fit into his sentence – and he will be very apt to repeat it.
After a little practice you can make him repeat an absurd word, or to stammer, halt and stutter in his speech,
if you so will it. After still more practice, you may succeed in causing him to repeat a whole sentence, or
even more, to express the thought you have put into his mind; or to ask some question which you have
willed that he should ask.
You will readily see by this time, that a constant practice along these lines, will result in your acquiring the
power to will and magnetically influence another person to do many things, in response to your will, and
silent command. In fact, a constant development along these lines will make of one a very giant in
magnetic power, whose results are proportioned only by the degree of magnetic force of other persons, or
the degree of persistent practice and development on his own part.
But I wish to caution you, at this point, against using this power for any unworthy purpose. This caution
does not arise from merely a moral motive on my part, but from knowledge of certain psychic laws which
cause a "reaction equaling the action," and which will bring sorry results to you if you violate the rule. So
long as you use your newfound power for purely scientific experiments, or legitimate purposes of human
association, all very well and good. But never prostitute your power to accomplish unworthy or criminal
ends, lest you become involved in a storm of your own raising - or enmeshed in a web of our own weaving.
There are certain psychical laws, as well as physical laws, which must not be broken – and this is one of
them. This is particularly true of the case of a person using the power for the purpose of influencing the
other sex in an immoral direction. All the old occult writers’ caution particularly against this practice. So
heed the advice, and do the right thing only, with your power.

Now that you have mastered the technique of the mechanism of the "direct flash," you are ready to proceed
to the actual demonstration and contact with the general public. But, before taking up that phase of the
subject, I think it well to ask you to consider the matter of the creation and maintenance of the positive
aura. I have purposely postponed the consideration of this phase of the subject, until we reached this
particular point in the instruction, because, in order to properly create and maintain the positive aura, it is
necessary that one understands the mechanism and technique of the "direct flash," for he will need to
manifest the same power in the case of the positive aura. But, now that you have mastered the technique or
mechanism of the "direct flash," you are ready to receive the instruction regarding the positive aura, and we
may as well proceed to consider it at this very point.
I have already given you instructions regarding the cultivation of a desirable personal atmosphere, or aura,
and need not repeat here what I have already said elsewhere. But, a moment’s consideration will show you
that there will arise certain conditions or occasions in which you will find it very desirable to be able to
influence a number of persons en masse – the crowd as a whole – rather than to send the "direct flash" to
each of the individuals separately. Of course, the crowd will be influenced by your general personal
atmosphere, but you now need something more positive, and more to the point. And the "positive aura" is
what you must acquire to satisfy this requirement.
The positive aura is simply the general personal atmosphere, but directly and positively charged by a
concentrated effort of the will – the same effort, in fact, as that made in the case of the "direct flash."
Let me illustrate the "positive aura" by means of several stories from real life – the experiences of several
students of mine. These personal experiences will give you a better idea of just what is needed than would
pages of general instruction on the subject. The little stories are not fiction, remember, but are "taken from
life," and are bits of human documents from the lives of real people, all of which have come under my
personal observation and consideration.

Several years ago, in Paris, I had a student whose real strength of character was marred by her abnormal
self-consciousness, shyness, timidity, and sensitiveness – in fact; in the word "sensitiveness" you have the
keynote of this young woman’s personality. She was a young artist of far more than the average talent, and
her charm of manner rendered her company sought after by a large circle of friends.
This lady complained to me that she suffered from the actual rudeness, nay, and almost positive brutality,
of the crowds of persons thronging the busy streets of some of the principal thoroughfares of Paris. She
complained that she was jostled here and there, and pushed rudely aside by the passing throng. Moreover,
she was treated rudely in the shops, the superficial veneer of politeness of the average Parisian shop-clerk
scarcely concealing the underlying contempt and veiled sneer of these "cheap" satellites of the ubiquitous
shop-keepers of this charming city.
My first thought was that the young woman had worked herself up into a state of imaginary wrongs, the
result of her highly sensitive organism and shrinking disposition – in short, I thought that she was suffering
from a state of morbid self-consciousness, with its frequent accompaniment of imaginary persecution, etc.
So I determined to test out the matter, and ascertain for myself just how much truth was in the case.
Making a slight change in my personal appearance, by means of a simple disguise once taught me by
another of my students, a celebrated detective of Paris, I followed the young lady for several hours when
she was on a shopping expedition. Much to my surprise, and, I may add, much to my indignation, I found
that all that she had told me was correct. I could scarcely control myself at times, and more than once felt
like chastising some rude fellow with my cane, so brutal was the conduct of certain individuals calling
themselves "men."
There is a certain class of Parisian men, well dressed and with a veneer of polish, but boors and cures at
heart. These men seem to take a special delight in jostling young women, almost pushing them off the
sidewalks, at times, and in other ways earning a good caning at the hands of real gentlemen. Well, these
curs seemed attracted to this sweet young girl, just as flies are drawn tot a bit of sugar. They exceeded
themselves in their display of rudeness and cowardly insolence, and all the while the girl was free from any
outward appearance that would attract such curs naturally. I saw at once that there was some inner cause
operating.
Moreover, I noticed that the young woman was also pushed aside rudely by hurrying businesspersons, who
never glanced in her direction, but who thrust her aside as if she were an inanimate thing instead of a
person. Again I found an inner cause. In the same way I found that she was treated exactly in the way she
had complained of in the shops, by the clerks and shop-men, although she was a liberal customer, easily
suited, and giving but little trouble. Here again, the inner trouble was apparent.
I went home and carefully diagnosed the case, and laid down a course or treatment. I sent for the young
woman and told her that her trouble was a case of ‘ingrown sensitiveness, and overgrown modesty" – in
short, that she had surrounded herself with an aura of self-depreciation and morbid sensitiveness. This aura
practically invited persons to "pick on" her, to crowd her to the wall, to push her in the gutter, and to
generally slight, snub and covertly insult her in the shops. Her aura was not only negative, but also actually
attractively negative – that is to say, so negative that it actually attracted more positive natures in the
direction of imposing on her weakness. (This is far from being unusual – it is a rule of the psychic as well
as of the physical world, among animals as well as among men)
I immediately began teaching this lady the technique of the "direct flash" before the mirror (exactly as I
have taught you), her flashes being invariably along the lines of positivism and strength. She would flash
out "I am positive – far more positive than the crowd around me;" "Get out of my way, or I will walk over
you;" "Clear the path for me, you vermin," and other exaggerated demands intended for the street crowds.
In the same way she would flash out the command to the shop-people. "Come, now, I demand respectful
attention;" "Lively, now, attend to my wants;" "I am a princess of the blood, bow to me, you underlings,"
etc. You will note that I purposely exaggerated the mental demands and flashes, because she needed an
exaggerated positive mental attitude in order to overcome her natural and acquired handicap. In a short time

she had acquired the technique perfectly and had developed a mental attitude and general personal
atmosphere of a princess. Then she proceeded to "try it on the crowd," by means of the "positive aura."
The result was marvelous. From the moment her feet touched the sidewalks, her progress was that of a
princess, persons instinctively moved out of her way, some even slightly bowing as they did so. The rowdy
gentlemen (?) moved far away from her. And in the shops the queen of England could have received no
more humble service or careful attention. The cure was complete, and has remained so. The young lady has
long since laid aside the "Princess Royal" manner, and now simply maintains an aura of positive selfrespect and self-confidence, and a demand that she be accorded the proper consideration.
Another case is that of a young student of mine – an American, the son of a prominent businessman. This
young man was well educated, polished, and moreover, possessed of a all the requisites of a successful
salesman, except that of inspiring a feeling of friendship on the part of those with whom he came in
contact. He was called upon to approach prominent businessmen in connection with his work for his father,
and while he was able to present his arguments logically and forcibly, he was nevertheless handicapped by
the fact the he repelled friendship, rather than invited it. In desperation, he made the trip across the Atlantic
to consult me, and to beg a cure for his serious psychic trouble.
His cure was very easy. I simply put him through a course of the mirror exercises in the "direct flash," until
he had mastered the technique; and then had him saturate his mind with the mental image and idea of: "You
like me – you like me very much;" "You feel attracted toward me;" "You are my friend, and wish to show
your friendship for me," etc., etc., etc. All these ideas were but variations of, an improvement upon, the
simple idea of "You like me!"
Well, this young man began to radiate such an atmosphere of likeability, friendship, etc., that he made
friends right and left, even without tying – it was in the air around him, it seemed. His old trouble
disappeared like magic – he was made over into a new man. And, yet it was all very simple, you see. Mere
child’s play, when one has the secret, as you now have. The young man insisted upon presenting me with
his check for $1,000, although I had charged him but one-tenth of that amount, for my time and trouble.
I could go on in this vein, reciting case after case coming under my own experience, but I think that the two
cases I have mentioned will give you the general idea of what I am trying to teach you, without my taking
up more time and space at this point. The rule is general – it is for you to apply it to the particular
requirements of your own case. Find out your weak spots of personal atmosphere, and then proceed to build
up the opposite qualities of mind and character. Find out your negative points of attracting, and then
proceed to build of their opposite positive qualities, just as the two students, just mentioned, did with such
marked success. Read over carefully this chapter again, and again, until you get the point fixed in your
mind. The rest is merely a matter of practice.

Having by this time acquired the technique of the "direct flash," by your mirror-practice; and having, also,
mastered the art of cultivating the positive aura, you should be able to manifest what is known as "the direct
command," without much additional instruction.
By "the direct command" is meant the flashing of a direct command or demand to the mind of another
person, backed up by the concentrated power of both your mental and physical magnetism. Do you see now
why I have first taught you to acquire the technique by means of the mirror-practice, and have then next
taught you how to generate and maintain the positive aura? Certainly, you have seen the point! A moment’s
thought will show you that the "direct command" is really a combination of the methods of the mirrorpractice, and that of the positive aura. The mirror-practice taught you the technique, and the practice
afforded by the positive aura methods have served to give you ease, self-confidence, and an almost
instinctive use of your magnetic powers in the direction of influencing other persons. You will also see the
part played in your development by the special exercises in the direct flash, which I gave you in a
preceding chapter. You now begin to see why I have led you to the present point by degrees, do you not?

The "direct command" is really a high form of the "direct flash," and is the method whereby the latter may
be used to the highest degree of effectiveness.
In the "direct command" you flash your command to the mind of the other person, mentally, of course, but
in exactly the same way that you would make an actual command by spoken words, if the conditions
admitted of the same. You form the words of the command in your mind, carrying with it as strong a
mental picture as you can create, and then mentally flash the command to the other person with as much
magnetic force as you can muster.
You will find it an aid to effectiveness, in the case of a contemplated demand upon some particular person,
for a certain thing, to practice it before the mirror, using your own image as a "target" – just as you did in
the exercise previously given you. You will find that a rehearsal of this kind will tend to increase your
power at the time of the actual manifestation or command.
It is impossible to give you specific instruction for the carrying out of this program in special cases, for
each person will have his or her own special requirements, the same depending upon the special
circumstances of the case. All that I can do is to give you the general rules to your own particular cases and
requirements. The general rules I have already given you. Perhaps I can illustrate the application of the
same by citing a few cases, which have actually come under my own observation and experience.
One of the most interesting cases of the kind that I have ever met with was that of a professor in one of the
American universities. This man, a specialist in his particular line of scientific research, and a thorough
master of his own particular subject, commanded a large audience of readers of his books and magazine
articles, but, at the same time was almost a failure in his class work, owing to his inability to gain and hold
the attention of his students. He came to me, in Paris, and explained his trouble. I gave him my short course
in mental influence, etc., and drilled him well along the lines laid down in this book. I made him practice
before an imaginary roomful of students, sending them a strong direct command of "Give me your full
attention!" "Steady, now, your attention-your full and complete attention to my words!" and "That’s right,
you are giving me your full attention - now hold it firmly fixed on me!" and a similar stock of direct
commands. These commands were directed commands were directed first to the "bell-wethers" of the class
- those natural leaders who are to be found in each class, and then scattered among the class at large. The
professor told me that, after a number of these imaginary classroom scenes, each face being distinct and
plain, and that he could almost see the flash of his command reaching them.
When I thought that he had mastered the general principles, and acquired the technique, I dismissed him,
and he returned at once to the university in America. I received several letters from him during the
following year, and he testified to the complete success of the plan when put into actual effect. From the
first day of his return he obtained and held the attention of his class, and today he is one of the best personal
instructors in his university, or elsewhere for that matter. In this case he applied the direct command to
special individuals of the class, but the principle was the same as in the case of a single special individual,
and differed from the positive aura method.
Another case was that of a promoter, now of international reputation, who formerly was unable to "close"
many of his plans, owing to a lack of something in his mental makeup, he thought. He could evolve plans,
which attracted the attention of prominent men and others, and he could also manage to fascinate them by
his general talk regarding hi enterprises. But he found it most difficult to induce them to take the final step
o "coming in," or signing the contract, or entering the subscription, as the case might be.
I labored with this man, experiencing much trouble in overcoming his fixed and stubborn idea that there
was, "something wrong" with his mental makeup. Finally, after a long period of careful drilling before an
imaginary "prospect" (this term being applied to prospective customers) he began to feel that he had the
missing element, after all. From that moment he was filled with new courage, and threw new life and
energy into the exercises. So powerfully magnetic was this man, and so high a degree of concentrated force
did eh generate, that I could actually feel the force of his power while present in the room directing the
exercises. I actually, myself, felt like subscribing to some of his stock, and am sure that had he approached

me on the subject it would have required the exercise of my full power of self-protection and resistance to
have overcome his magnetism.
When this man finished his instruction at my hands, he at once plunged into the floating of a new great
enterprise, and carried the same to a most successful conclusion. He "closed" nearly every "prospect" that
he approached, and soon dropped all the smaller "prospects," and devoted his entire attention to the "large
fish." I do not feel at liberty to state here the exact words of the "direct command" used by him, for he paid
me a large fee for my services, and the secret should be his own, under the circumstances-but this I will
say, that his direct command was a straight out from the shoulder mental DEMAND upon the "prospect" to
"come in."
Another interesting case was that of a now well-known actress, who lacked "fascination." She was a
magnificent actress, of fine presence and a thorough knowledge of her art, but for some reason her acting
seemed to lack soul. She came to me to learn how to influence her audience by personal magnetism, but I
saw at once that her art, if fully exercised, would be sufficient to carry her audiences with her. Her trouble
lay in the fact that there was a certain "fascination" lacking. I set her to work, training her so that she would
actually fascinate the actors playing with her, and an air of reality would be thus created. She progressed
rapidly, so quick were her perceptions. When she left me she was able to throw such a degree of fascination
into her voice and manner, that the actor playing with her would be fairly swept off his feet; the result being
that the audience would catch the same by a kind of mental contagion. She simply hurled mental direct
commands at the actors, while reciting her lines, and while approaching them. Her success is now assured,
but I cannot resist the temptation of mentioning that she has had the greatest trouble with her "leading men"
in her companies-they all insist and persist in falling in love with her, and she has had to change them
frequently to get rid of their unwelcome attentions, for her heart is "taken" elsewhere.
I fell that I am justified in calling the attention to another case - that of a leading statesman who took my
instructions by means of a series of letters, several years ago. This man wanted MASTERY. He got it. I
gave him the cue, and keynote, and he did the rest. So masterful did he become, by the employment of my
suggested direct commands, that he dominated all who came near him. In fact he carried the thing a little
too far-he grew to be regarded as dangerous and tyrannical, and powerful interests conspired against him.
He is in temporary retirement at this time - but he is really but biding his time. It is impossible to remain in
this man’s presence for any time - particularly if his attention is directed toward you - without
acknowledging him to be a MASTER.
I now ask you refer to the last pages of the chapter on the "direct flash." You will find there a number of
sentences given as practices before the mirror. Study over these sentences carefully, and you will find
therein a strong hint of the idea, which you should weave into your own direct commands. Students of
mind, under my direction, have effectively employed all of these sentences; in actual practice-and all of
them have the germ of success in them. You may use them singly, in combination, or as a general pattern
around which you may weave your own ideas. Practice each of them, until you catch the spirit, and you
will then have no trouble in creating your own commands in the most approved style. You will notice the
DIRECTNESS and POSITIVENESS of each of these commands - these are the two essential qualities to be
observed and used in this work of the direct command. Put all your magnetic force behind them, and flash
them out right to the point-squarely into the mentality of the persons whom you wish to influence.

The laws of personal magnetism are in accord with the other laws of nature in recognizing the universal
fact that there are various degrees of power, and that, all else being equal, the stronger power will prevail
over the weaker. But, it is likewise true that the individual, by a superior knowledge of the art of science of
defense and offense, may often triumph over a superior degree of strength in the other person. This fact is
as true of personal magnetism as it is of physical strength. The skilled magnetic individual may overcome
his stronger adversary, just as the skilled boxer may overcome a stronger man, or a skilled fencer may
disarm and defeat a much stronger opponent.

The conflict between the opposing magnetism of individuals is to be seen on all hands everyday. In fact, it
has been well said that two persons never meet but that there is at least a preliminary trial of magnetic
strength. At any rate, no two persons ever meet, whose interests are in the least opposed, but that there
occurs a little tilt of magnetic strength – sometimes a quite strenuous test, in fact. And in these tests there
always is one triumphant and one defeated. It is true that the circumstances of the case sometimes affect the
result, and the defeated today may be the victor tomorrow, but the fact remains, that for the time being, at
least, there is always one on top and the other underneath at the finish of the magnetic duel, be it slight or
serious. One has but to recall incidents in their own experience to recognize this fact.
Oliver Wendell Holmes recognized this magnetic duel, in one of his books, when he speaks of "that deadly
Indian hug in which men wrestle with their eyes, over in five seconds, but which breaks one of their two
backs, and is good for three score years and ten, one trial enough – settles the whole matter – just as when
two feathered songsters of the barnyard, game and dunghill, come together. After a jump or two, and a few
sharp kicks, there is an end of it; and it is ‘After you, monsieur’ with the beaten party in all the social
relations for all the rest of his days."
Dr. Fothergill, a well-known English Physician, now deceased, once wrote a little book upon the subject of
the will. The good doctor was a close student of personal magnetism, although he did not choose to use the
term itself in his writings, because of the narrow code of professional ethics then imposed upon the medical
profession in Great Britain. I have personal magnetism, in theory and practice. I therefore take great
pleasure in quoting from him on the particular subject now before us, as follows:
"The conflict of will, the power to command others, has been spoken of frequently. Yet what is this will
power, which influences others? What is it that makes us accept, and adopt too, the advice of one person,
while precisely the same advice from another has been rejected? Is it the weight or force of will, which
insensibly influences us, the force of will behind the advice? That is what it is! The person who thus forces
his or her advice upon us has no more power to enforce it than others; but all the same we do as requested.
We accept from one what we reject from another. One person says of something contemplated, ‘Oh, but
you must not,’ yet we do it all the same, though that person may be in a position to make us regret the
rejection of that counsel. Another person says, ‘Oh, but you mustn’t,’ and we desist, though we may, if so
disposed, set this latter person’s opinion t defiance with impunity. It is not the fear of consequences, nor of
giving offence, which determines the adoption of the latter person’s advice, while it has been rejected when
given by the first. It depends upon the character or willpower of the individual advising whether we accept
the advice, or reject it. This character often depends little, if at all, in some cases, upon the intellect, or even
on the moral qualities, the goodness or badness, of the individual. It is itself an imponderable something;
yet it carries weight with it.
There may be abler men, cleverer men; but it is the one possessed of will who rises to the surface at these
times – the one who can by some subtle power make other men obey him
The will-struggle goes on universally. In the young aristocrat, who gets his tailor to make another advance
in defiance of his conviction that he will never get his money back? It goes on between lawyer and client;
betwixt doctor and patient; between banker and borrower; betwixt buyer and seller. It is not tact, which
enables the person behind the counter to induce customers to buy what they did not intend to buy, and
which when bought, gives them no satisfaction, though it is linked therewith for the effort to be successful.
Whenever two persons meet in business, or in any other relation in life, up to lovemaking, there is this willfight going on, commonly enough without any consciousness of the struggle. There is a dim consciousness
of the result, but none of the processes. It often takes years of the intimacy of married life to find out with
whom of the pair the mastery really lays. Often the far stronger character, to all appearances, has to yield; it
is this will-element, which underlies the statement. ‘The race is not always to the swift, nor the battle to the
strong.’ In ‘Middlemarch’ we find in Lydgate a grand aggregation of qualities, yet shallow, hard, selfish
Rosamond masters him thoroughly in the end. He was not deficient in will power, possessed more than an
average share of character; but in the fight he went down at last under the onslaught of the intense, stubborn
will of his narrow-minded spouse. Their will-contest was the collision of a large, warm nature, like a

capable human hand, with a hard, narrow, selfish nature, like a steel button; the hand only bruised itself
while the button remained unaffected."
If you will substitute the term "magnetic force," for "will," "will power," etc., in the good doctor’s words,
you will see how perfectly he was in accord with the teachings contained in this book.
The student who has carefully studied the foregoing pages will have acquired sufficient knowledge of the
theory and practice, the method and the technique, of personal magnetism, to be able to carry himself or
herself though a "magnetic duel" with credit to himself or herself, and credit to myself, the teacher. But
remember, that there is as much in adroitness, and skill, as there is in mere strength of magnetism. Carry in
mind the tactics of the good boxer, or good fencer – try to reproduce (in the magnetic duel) the guards, the
feints, the unexpected stroke, the rushes, the overpowering stroke, etc. It will not hurt you to purposely
engage in some of these conflicts, as good practice preparing for the day of a real test of power on some
important point. Assert your will a little, and strive to have your own way in small matters, particularly if
you are opposed therein by others. The skill and practice, together with the self-confidence you will gain
will prove useful to you in the hour or need.
In addition to the general and special instruction regarding the use of positive magnetism in relation to
other persons, I now offer for your consideration the following special "flashes," for use on special
occasions, especially in cases of the "magnetic duel." You will find these flashes of great use to you on
such occasions, particularly (as is generally the case) where the opponent does not know the secret of his
own natural power of magnetism, and is not versed in the art and science of using it. Study over these
carefully – for they are valuable, and represent the result of years of experience and practice. Here follows
the list just spoken of: "My magnetism is stronger than yours – it is overpowering you."
"My magnetism is beating down your guard – you are weakening."
"I am more positive than you – you are negative and are beginning to retreat and give in to me."
"You are beginning to feel afraid of me, afraid, afraid, afraid of me."
"Retreat, retreat, retreat, I tell you – I am forcing you backward."
"I am scattering your forces – I am dissipating your energy – I am breaking your magnetism to bits, by the
power of my own force."
"I am standing on the solid rock of power – your feet are on sand, and are slipping way from you."
"GET OUT OF MY WAY – I COMMAND YOU TO GET OUT!"
"I am crowding you back, off your feet; move back, I tell you - BACK, out of my way, I tell you!"
You may get the spirit of the above by carefully reading them, repeating them to your image in the mirror,
throwing full fore into the words, and the expression into your eyes. Then you will be able to flash them out
to others when the occasion arises, with ease, power and effect. You need not be bound by the precise
words that I have given you, providing you catch the spirit behind them. You may use your own words –
the very words that you would like to actually utter to the other person, if you prefer. The thing to do is to
get the feeling and meaning into his mind.
In a succeeding chapter, entitled "Magnetic Self-Defense," you will find full instruction for defensive
flashes, and "guards," which are to be used in connection with the above offensive ones, in the magnetic
duel. Beat the opponent off by neutralizing his magnetism, according to the advice given in the next
chapter, and then plunge in your own mental weapons of attack. The following constitutes a broad-sword
mental weapon, which may often be used with the greatest effect:

"I am pouring into you a strong concentrated current of magnetic power. Which is overpowering you and
conquering you, and bending you to my will. My magnetism is far stronger than is yours, and I know how
to use it to better advantage than do you. I am overpowering you – I am conquering you – I am bending you
to my will. I am MASTERING you, steadily and completely. I shall command you to do as I will. You
MUST do it, and do it now. Surrender, I tell you – surrender now – SURRENDER to me at once. You
MUST, and you SHALL. I am breaking down your resistance. You are giving up – SURRENDER NOW –
SURRENDER AT ONCE."

Before concluding my instruction regarding the subject of the projection of personal magnetism, I wish to
have a few words with you on the subject of what may be called "corporeal" magnetism. By "corporeal’ is
meant, "pertaining to the body." I use the term "corporeal magnetism" to indicate and designate the
conveyance of personal magnetism by means of physical contact, as, for instance, by the touch of the
hands, lips, etc.
It may be objected to that this term is needless, inasmuch as I have already considered the phase of physical
magnetism, or nerve-force, in connection with the general subject of personal magnetism. But, I answer; by
"corporeal magnetism" I mean something different from mere physical magnetism, or nerve-force. The new
term is far more inclusive, for, by "corporeal magnetism" I mean the projection of the combined personal
magnetism (physical and mental) to the other person, over the channels of the nervous system of both
persons, instead of through the ether as in the case of the ordinary projection of personal magnetism Note
this distinction: Under the head of physical magnetism, I explained to you how magnetic healing treatments
might be given by the use of the hands, the physical magnetism passing over the nervous system of the
healer, making the leap between the finger-tips and the body of the other person. But, in "corporeal
magnetism" not only the physical magnetism or nerve-force, is so projected to the other person, but at the
same time is also projected the mental magnetism. In short, the entire process of the projection of combined
personal magnetism is performed, but the magnetism flows along physical channels, instead of across the
ether, to reach the other person. I trust that you clearly perceive this distinction, before we proceed further.
That there exists this phase of personal magnetism, called "corporal magnetism" cannot be doubted by the
careful investigator. On all sides we may see evidence of the phenomena of this phase of personal
magnetism. In the handshake of the person is often conveyed the strongest kind of personal magnetism – in
the touch of the hand is often found the strongest kind of emotional vibrations. In the kiss, and the contact
of the cheek, are often to be found the most active form of emotional vibrations, as almost everyone knows.
In short, by bodily contact there may often be conveyed the most dangerous forms of sexual magnetism –
and other forms of magnetism.
I do not intend to say much regarding sexual magnetism in this book, but I would not be doing justice to
my students if I failed to at least mention some plain facts, in passing. I need scarcely remind my student of
the powerful sexual emotions often aroused by a kiss, or touch of the cheek, or even the "holding of hands"
– this knowledge is common to the race, although few understand the real nature of the phenomena.
Enough for me to say that the libertine generally realizes full well the powerful vibrations, which may be
conveyed in this manner, although he does not understand the scientific facts of the case – he has the
practice well defined in his mind, although he does not understand the theory. Young persons, especially
young women, should be taught the danger of this form of magnetism, and should avoid allowing the
physical contact which makes the same active. The "holding hands," the thoughtless kiss, pressure of the
cheek, embrace, or close physical contact, all afford and furnish a "direct line" for the passage of this form
of magnetism, i.e., the sexual magnetism conveyed through corporeal channels. The unprincipled person, of
strong passions, soon learns that by close physical contact he may often convey his emotional vibration to
the young woman, and thus arouse reciprocal vibrations, which may sweep her off her feet, and into his
arms – often to her utter ruin and disgrace. This is not a pleasant subject, but I feel that I would not be true
to my students if I failed to point out this dangerous force, and to caution them to guard against the
employment of the same against them.

Leaving this phase of the subject, I now wish to call the attention of my students to the use of corporeal
magnetism in the ordinary use of the hands, as in shaking hands, etc. Here is a subject worthy of the closest
attention on your part.
Strongly magnetic men, and those who have studied this subject, frequently employ this method of
projecting personal magnetism in making their preliminary moves in the direction of influencing other
persons by personal magnetism. Who has not experienced the magnetic handshake of individuals of this
kind? And, on the other hand, who has not been conscious of the feeling of repulsion inspired by the cold,
clammy, snake-like handshake of other types of persons?
You have also probably noticed that many men whose business it is to influence you in any direction, such
as politicians, preachers, promoters, salesmen, etc., have a habit of placing their hands upon your shoulders,
during the conversation – or laying their hand lightly on your arm while speaking to you – in some cases,
giving you a final pat on the back as they urge you to "sign right here, and close the thing up." Have you
realized that this is a form of corporal magnetism, and that the result is often very effective? Look out for
these fellows in the future, and neutralize their magnetism according to the rules given in the next chapter
of this book. If you choose to employ these methods yourself – well, that is your own business, and a
matter for yourself to decide. It is a very strong method of conveying corporeal magnetism, I assure you.
In shaking hands with any person whom you may wish to influence, you should throw into the clasp the
strongest possible kind of personal magnetism, physical and mental, according to the rules already given
you in this book. Give the person the direct command at the moment of the clasp, throwing it into him by
means of the nerves of the hand and fingers. (A little practice, in the direction of shaking hands with
yourself will be of great aid to you in this matter). Send him a mental message just as you would if you
were merely looking at him.
When you meet a person with whom you are acquainted, the handclasp is the natural thing, and it gives you
a splendid opportunity to get in a powerful preliminary flash of personal magnetism, accompanied by the
strongest possible direct command. When this is performed properly, it will serve to get the other person in
exactly the right psychic conditions to receive your further direct commands, and to yield more readily to
your magnetism. It is your "advance guard" preparing the way for the grand charge upon the breast-works
of the enemy. Use it well and half the battle will be won at one stroke.
Always be hearty in your handclasp – not rough or too strenuous, for no one likes to have his hand tightly
squeezed or bruised – always remember the word "hearty" in this connection. Beware of the lifeless
handshake – throw feeling into it, and make it be alive and vital. Shake hands as if the other person meant
something to you, and hold on to his hand for a moment, and then let go as if with reluctance. Seek out
some strongly magnetic person, used to meeting people – some successful politician, for instance – and let
him shake hands with you. Notice how much interest and feeling he puts into his clasp – and then take
notes from his methods. A good magnetic preacher, meeting his flock at the church door as they pass out,
also will give you a good example. Study them and "catch the motion."
When shaking hands with a person who you wish to influence, you should throw into the handclasp the
direct command, which you wish to impress upon him. If you wish him, or her, to like you, your direct
command should be along those lines, for instance, a strong "You LIKE me!" If you wish to assert your
positivity over his power, you should get to work at once with a very strong positive "I am stronger than
you," or "I am far more POSITIVE than you!" or some other statement of the same general kind, such as I
have given you in the preceding chapters. In fact, you may use nay or all of the statements previously given
to you, in this form as well as in the ordinary phases of the direct command.
In concluding this chapter, I wish to call your attention to a phase of the phenomena of corporeal
magnetism, which is often overlooked by teachers of the subject. I allude to that form of magnetism, which
is projected by mere "nearness" of the bodies of persons, even though direct contact may not be had. Good
salesmen and others often know this from their own experience, although not understanding the real cause.
They know that by sitting near to the customer, they can get a better magnetic effect than if compelled to sit
at a little distance. The result of the "heart to heart" talk often results from this nearness. In the same way,

the gestures of the hands of a speaker, coming in close contact to other persons, often serves to convey the
magnetism to them, although no actual contact is had.
The hands, particularly, are very effective instruments for the conveyor of corporeal magnetism, for the
nerves of the fingers are very sensitive, and readily convey and project the magnetism with great
concentrated force. The use of the fingers of the mesmerist is but one example of this fact. You will also
notice that the majority of effective orators and speakers have a way of making passes and waves at their
audiences. The good solicitor or promoter usually employs his hands in this way. Remember, I do not say
that these people are always conscious of the facts behind their gestures – they often are ignorant of the
same, and use their hands instinctively, having acquired the movements through habit. But the facts remain,
and those who learn the secret of the force and its employment, and thereafter use it consciously and
deliberately, are placed at a great advantage over others who do not possess this knowledge. And, mark my
words, there are thousands of the worlds greatest men who have learned this secret, taken lessons in its use,
and are now employing it actively. You may now join their ranks, if you care to do so.
And, now, having acquainted you with the various forms of the manifestation, projection and use of
personal magnetism – having taught you not only the theory, but also the practice; not only how to acquire
the technique, but also how to effectively employ the same – I will conclude by calling your attention to the
defensive side of the question. In boxing or fencing, you have not mastered the art fully until you are able
not only to attack, but also, how to defend – not only the art of aggressive action, but also the science of
defensive action. And, so it is in the case of personal magnetism, you must not only know how to use the
force in the form of projection, but you must also know how to defend yourself against the projection of the
force by others.
It is true that the careful and diligent student of these lessons will gradually develop such a power within
himself that he will scarcely ever meet individuals more powerful than himself. But, still, there are always
the very strong individuals to be reckoned with, and I want you to possess the secret of dispersing and
dissipating the magnetism of such persons, so far as effect on yourself is concerned, by the methods known
to all advanced students and practitioners of personal magnetism.
This defensive science is far simpler than you would think at first, although to be effective in the same you
must first have learned how to project effectively. I may sum it up in a few words – heed them carefully.
The secret is this: In defending one-self against magnetic projection in any or all of its forms, you have but
to project toward the other person a strong DENIAL of his power to influence, affect, or master you. That
is the whole thing in a nutshell. Now for the details.
But, right here, I want to remind you of a very important fact, and that is in this denial you do not really
destroy or lessen the power of the other person, in general. You only neutralize his magnetism so far as it
affects yourself, or those whom you wish to protect. In other words, instead of destroying his weapons, you
merely turn them aside, and cause them to glance off, leaving you, and yours, harmless. To use a familiar
illustration from the field of electricity, you render yourself a non-conductor, and the force glances off you
without affecting you in the slightest. Remember this illustration, and you will have the idea firmly fixed in
your mind.
You may render yourself immune not only from the direct flash, and direct demand or command, of others,
no matter how strong they may be; but also from the general contagion of the mental atmosphere or auras
of others. By proper concentrated effort, along these lines, you may render yourself absolutely immune
from the force of the personal magnetism of others, if you so desire. Or, if you prefer, you may shut out
only certain individuals from your field, and allow the beneficial magnetism of others to enter it. In truth,
you are your own MASTER, if you but exert your power.
As to the methods to be employed, you have but to use those you have already learned in these lessons, by
merely changing the mental attitude and statement or command. For instance, instead of projecting the
direct command that you are stronger than the other person, and can therefore influence him; you have but
to calmly DENY his power over you, and defy him to affect you in the slightest. As a matter of fact, that

mental attitude is far less strenuous than the aggressive form of magnetic projection. It requires merely the
interposition of your magnetic shield of defense, and his power will glance off without affecting you, even
though he is most strenuously projecting it. There is of course the other plan of fighting aggressive
magnetism with aggressive magnetism – this is the real magnetic duel in its plain form, and may be used
when desired. But if you merely wish to repel the aggression of others, you have but to use the defensive
plan of the DENIAL, as I have just told you.
In forming the mental statement, which accompanies all forms of the use of mental magnetism, as you have
seen, you merely express (mentally) in a few, strong positive words, the idea you wish to reach the other
person’s mind. Well, so it is the case of magnetic self-defense. You simply mentally state in a few strong
words that you deny the power of the other person. You will find, as you experiment, that in the very words
"I DENY," there is a mighty dynamic power of defense. It is the mental idea behind these words, which,
figuratively wipes out of existence the other person’s magnetism, at least so far as you, yourself, are
concerned. It is the great SHIELD OF DEFENSE. Let the full meaning of the word "DENY" enter into
your mind – you will find it contains a new meaning and strength, when considered in this connection.
Now, right at this point, before proceeding further, I ask you to turn back over the leaves of the preceding
lessons, and make note of the numerous statements given to accompany the positive aura, the direct flash,
the direct command, etc. Then from within your own mind, the denial of these statements (if they are
projected by another person), and you will find that you possess instinctively the power to frame such
statements of denial, easily. Practice a little, imagining that another person is hurling these flashes or
commands at you, and that you are interposing the shield of denial in each case. You will be surprised, and
delighted, to realize how easily you can repel the strongest of these assaults. You may then begin to
practice by throwing yourself into the presence and company of the strongest magnetic persons you know,
and then see how easily you can repel their power – and how free, calm and serene you now feel in their
presence.
There are two things to be remembered in this connection – I have already told you them, but it is well to
repeat them in order to fix them firmly in your mind. I ask you to consider them in the following
paragraphs.
In the first place, as I have told you, this defensive process merely enables you to throw off and render
yourself immune from the aggressive magnetism of others – it does not enable you to master them or to
compel them to do your bidding. In order to accomplish the latter, you must beat down the guard of the
other person; protect yourself at the same time; and then carry the day by a direct magnetic assault upon
him. You can do these things if he fights you with the weapons of aggressive magnetism only, but if he
DENY your power, he is immune, and you cannot affect him; just as if you DENY his power, you are
immune – in case both DENY, then the battle is drawn, and neither win. The Denial is not a weapon of
aggressiveness – it is merely the shield of defense. Remember this! Of course, if you use both shield and
sword, you will have a double advantage, providing he does not also use the shield. For if you can repel his
magnetism, and at the same time use your own – then he is at your mercy. But if he knows enough to also
use his shield – then the battle will be drawn, and neither will win a decided victory. Do you catch the idea?
Think over it until it is plain to you.
The second point I wish to impress upon you, in this connection, is the fact, already stated by me, that you
do not actually destroy or weaken the other person’s magnetism, by the use of the shield of denial. His
magnetism remains just as strong, and just as much in evidence, as if you did not use the shield – the only
difference being that by using it you render his weapons powerless against you, or those you may wish to
protect; and thus create immunity for yourself, and your protégés, by interposing the shield of defense. But
you do not impair the power of the other person against others whom you do not directly shelter behind
your shield. Do you get this point? Think over it until you get it clearly.
When you repel the magnetism of one of the persons who have been using it without knowing the nature of
his power (and there are many who so use it – the majority of persons, in fact) you will be amused to see
how "broken up" such a person becomes. He will become bewildered at his failure to influence and affect
you, and will often become embarrassed and, in some cases, actually entangled in the currents of his own

magnetism. It may even happen (it often does, really) that such a person will become so confused by his
apparent loss of power, that he will lose his assurance and consequently his ability to attack. In such cases,
he becomes an easy subject for a magnetic rush or broadside on your own part, which will quickly drive
him into a disastrous retreat. Of course, if he has a scientific knowledge of the subject, he will not be so
taken off guard, but, recognizing your knowledge and power, he will pass it off with a smile, and relinquish
the attack.
And, now, good student, we part company for the present. I am glad to have had the honor of giving you
this instruction, in these lessons, and I trust that you will so conduct yourself that you will be a creditable
pupil of mine, and do me honor by your accomplishments and attainments. I have supplied you with the
weapons of both aggressive and also of defensive personal magnetism, and have taught you how to employ
both of them so as to get the best results. It is now "up to you" to make the best use of these weapons,
according to the rule and principles which I have laid down for your guidance.
In parting, I wish to again impress two important rules upon you, and these are:
(1) Practice, practice, practice, until you have every detail of the instruction so well learned, and so fixed by
habit, that you can and will use them instinctively, just as you now walk, or breathe, or speak.
(2) Keep your own secrets, and do not dissipate and scatter your influence by hinting of your secrets of
your power over others. There are many good reasons for this rule – some reasons that do not appear on the
surface, by the way. Remember the old Italian proverb: "Il bocca chiusa, non c’entra mosca" – that is to
say: "Into the closed mouth, no flies enter." Heed the spirit of the proverb.
Au revoir, my magnetic friends – we shall meet again, in due time.
Theron Q. Dumont

